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I. Audience 

 
This document is intended for Customer business, technical and EDI personnel engaged in establishing an electronic 

connection with INTTRA for the purpose of receiving and processing Carrier responses to Customer booking 

requests, via INTTRA‘s version of ANSI X12 301 Version 5030. 

 

The following sections provide detail information regarding General Conventions, Message Flow, Message 

 

II. BusinessContext 

Customers with an electronic connection to INTTRA implement the Booking Life Cycle using the pair of messages, 

ANSI X12 300 customer booking request and the ANSI X12 301 carrier booking response. This Implementation 

Guide describes the IFTMBC transaction set supported by INTTRA. 

 

Carriers will respond to Customer new bookings and amendments by either confirming, or declining the Customer 

request, or by putting the Booking into a Pending state or by replacing a Booking with Splits. Carriers may also 

update bookings in pending or confirmed state. Carriers use the EDIFACT IFTMBC message to send their 

response. INTTRA will convert this message to the ANSI X12 301 message. 

 

Customers may use the ANSI X12 301 Version 5030 transaction set to receive carrier responses to both INTTRA 

bookings, viz. bookings received from the customer through INTTRA‘s portal, and Standalone bookings, viz. 

bookings requested through a channel other than the INTTRA portal. 

 
 

III. Booking TransactionManagement 

 
Booking State Transitions 
As a result of customer and carrier activity, bookings change state during the course of the booking cycle. 

The following state matrices shows all possible transitions that can be attempted between states and categorizes 

them as Allowed, Not Allowed, or Ignored by INTTRA. 

 

Allowed state transitions are those transitions that are actively supported at INTTRA, and will lead to a new revision 

of the Booking, so long as the transaction passes all other strict validations on data. 

 

Transactions that attempt Not Allowed state transitions will be failed at INTTRA. Also, INTTRA will generate 

failure notifications for attempted ‗Not Allowed‘ state transitions. Customers may subscribe to receive notifications 

of these and any other failures occurring during inbound message processing. 

 

Transactions that attempt state transitions that are ignored by INTTRA will not be processed or stored; however 

attempting ignored transitions will not cause transactions to fail (no error message will be generated). These ignored 

transactions would have no relevant impact to the state of a booking in the INTTRA portal. 

 

The Booking state matrix illustrated below applies to INTTRA Bookings that are made by Shippers/Forwarder or 

Carriers using the INTTRA Portal. Actions by Shippers/Forwarders result in a state of Requested, Amended 

(Changed) or Cancelled. Actions by Carriers result in a state of Pending, Confirmed, Replaced or Declined. When a 

new state is ―proposed‖ (across the top) to an existing state (down the left column), the effect of such proposed state 

change is reflected in the cells (Allowed, Not Allowed or Ignored). 

 

 

 

Booking State Matrix: 
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Legends used in the table above: 
 

State Transition: 

Allowed State Transition: Not 

Allowed State Transition: 

Ignored State 

Transition:Ignored 

 
Existing States: 

Booking states initiated by Shipper/Forwarder: Requested, Amended, & Cancelled. 

Booking states initiated by Carrier: Pending, Confirmed, Declined, & Replaced. 

 
 

Carrier Booking Splits 
The ANSI X12 301 Version 5030 message supports a set of conventions to be used by Carriers to indicate the 

details of a booking split, the condition in which one or more containers from one active booking are moved to a 

new booking. Booking splits may occur at any of the supported carrier-initiated state transitions except Decline. 

Please see ‗Booking Split Conventions‘ Appendix for a detailed explanation of split handling. 

 

Changing Carriers within a group 
INTTRA allows carriers to re-route Customer new booking requests to another carrier within the same carrier group. 

The second carrier then becomes the carrier of record for the booking. A booking may be reassigned only in the first 

carrier response to an INTTRA booking; all subsequent carrier transactions on the booking must reference the new 

carrier. This facility must be pre-configured at INTTRA for participating carriers within a carrier group. Customer 

transactions inbound to INTTRA may contain either the original carrier or the new carrier of record, as explained in 

the following sections. However, if original Carrier is sent in Amendment or Cancellation, INTTRA will convert the 

original carrier to the new carrier before storing the Booking, and sending the outbound Booking to the new Carrier. 

 

Key Identifiers for Carrier Booking Responses Outbound to the Customer 
This section describes the key identifiers provided by INTTRA on booking transactions sent in ANSI X12 301 

Version 5030 messages outbound to the Customer. 

 

Responses to INTTRA Bookings, viz., bookings made by the Customer via INTTRA will contain the Customer 

Shipment ID most recently provided by the Customer for the booking. The Booker Party will be present only if it 

was provided by the Carrier. If provided, the Booker will match the Booker on the original Booking request. In the 

case of carrier initiated splits of INTTRA bookings, INTTRA will include the Shipment ID of the original customer 

booking on the split booking transaction sent outbound to the Customer. For carrier initiated splits of INTTRA 

bookings, Booker party will be present only if provided by the Carrier on the split transactions inbound to 

INTTRA. Please see ‗Booking Split Conventions‘ Appendix for a detailed explanation of split handling. 
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Customer assigned Shipment IDs will be unique across all active and replaced bookings, and may only be shared by 

a set of bookings related by carrier split activity. For un-split bookings, the combination of Booker and Customer 

Shipment ID resolves to a single active booking on the INTTRA portal. For split bookings, the combination of 

Booker and Customer Shipment ID may resolve to a set of bookings related by carrier split activity. Customers can 
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update Shipment Ids on INTTRA bookings by using INTTRA reference number of the booking to update the 

Shipment ID in an Amendment transaction. 

 

Standalone bookings received by the customer will never have a Customer Shipment ID, and will have a Booker 

party only if a Carrier provided one. Again, the Booker party, once provided, will never be changed. 

 

Customer Booking Requests are identified uniquely by the INTTRA Reference Number within the INTTRA Portal. 

This number is generated by INTTRA when a new Booking request is received from the Customer or when a first 

time standalone booking is received from the Carrier, and will be used as the primary identifier for every subsequent 

transaction version created for the booking. 

 

All booking responses sent to the Customer will have the INTTRA reference number. Once assigned, the INTTRA 

Reference number will not be changed. The INTTRA Reference can always be used in subsequent Customer and 

Carrier transactions to find a single unique booking on the INTTRA portal. In particular, carrier-initiated splits may 

be differentiated from each other, and from the parent booking, by means of the INTTRA reference number. When 

provided on an incoming Customer transaction, the INTTRA reference number takes precedence over all other 

identifiers as an identifier for the target booking on the INTTRA portal. 

 

The Carrier party will always be provided on all Carrier responses, to both INTTRA bookings and standalone 

bookings. For INTTRA Bookings, the Carrier may be changed in the very first response to an INTTRA booking, for 

those carriers configured to operate as a group. Thereafter, the Carrier will always match the new carrier of record 

on the booking. For standalone bookings, the Carrier in all subsequent carrier transactions will match the original 

carrier provided on the first carrier booking transaction. 

 

Booking number will always be provided on all confirmations, and carrier initiated splits in Confirmed or Pending 

state, for both INTTRA and standalone bookings. Booking Number may also be provided on Pending and Decline 

transactions, and in carrier initiated splits in Decline state. 

 

Carriers may override previously assigned booking numbers. This includes booking numbers previously assigned by 

the carrier on an earlier response as well as Shipper Managed Booking Number (SMBN) or Rapid Reservation (RR) 

numbers assigned on an initial customer new booking request. Please see the ANSI X12 300 Version 5030 

Implementation Guide for an explanation of the SMBN and RR programs as implemented at INTTRA. 

 

Carrier assigned Booking Numbers will be unique across all active and replaced bookings for that carrier. In 

particular, Carrier Booking Numbers may also be used to distinguish carrier initiated splits from one another, and 

from the parent booking. Please refer to the ANSI X12 300 Version 5030 customer guide for a detailed discussion of 

Customer interaction with Split bookings. 

 

In addition to these transactional identifiers, Customers may provide references on their booking requests that may 

optionally be used to link transactions within their own systems. Note that INTTRA offers a feature, enabled as a 

Customer preference, by which a Customer can elect to receive references provided with their original bookings on 

Carrier responses to their bookings, as well as on status events linked to their bookings, subject to the precedence 

rules described in the sub-section on Data Management document in the section on General Conventions below. 

 

IV. GeneralConventions 
 

A. MessageContent 

 
The INTTRA ANSI X12 301 Version 5030 message set is designed so that carriers can provide exactly the 

information required for a particular business transaction. This allows implementation of various use cases, each 

with differing data requirements, without the constraints of generic validations. Specifically, INTTRA imposes few 

mandatory requirements. However, any data provided by the Carrier to INTTRA and subsequently stored and sent 

by INTTRA to the Customer, will be complete and valid according to the rules contained in this specification. 

 

INTTRA has put in place specific recommendations for Carrier booking responses. For maximum 
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efficiency, Carrier booking transactions should conform to the INTTRA recommendations for usage as 

described in the body of this Implementation Guide. INTTRA expects carriers to provide data as soon as it 

becomes available in the confirmation cycle. Expectations on recommended data may be fulfilled by the carrier 

with the first carrier response, or cumulatively in subsequent confirmation updates. By tracking conformance 

with recommendations, 
INTTRA supports Carrier data quality improvement initiatives and can report on transactional data quality measured 
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according to the recommendations in this guide. 

 

Note, though, that INTTRA does not enforce recommended usage. Any data that conforms with stated requirements 

and specific validations contained in this Implementation Guide will be accepted from the Carrier. However, by 

putting in place explicit recommendations for use, INTTRA offers customers and carriers a specific guideline for 

streamlining their connections. 

 
B. MessageContent 

For ANSI X12 301 Version 5030 transactions, INTTRA will only relay data provided by the carrier, with the few 

exceptions noted below. INTTRA will not merge data from prior booking versions while storing or sending 

outbound data to the Customer, except to include some key identifiers as noted below, or to include customer 

provided references on the outbound message to the customer under customer preference control, also as noted 

below. 

 

INTTRA Reference number will be provided from INTTRA‘s database, if it is not supplied by the Carrier on an 

inbound booking transaction. INTTRA will send the Customer provided Shipment Id on all INTTRA booking 

transactions outbound to the Customer. In the case of carrier initiated splits of INTTRA bookings, INTTRA will 

include the Shipment ID of the original customer booking on the split booking transaction sent outbound to the 

Customer. Other data that is propagated for splits is discussed in the next section of Data Access, as well as in 

‗Booking Split Conventions‘ Appendix, which provides a detailed treatment of carrier, initiated splits. 

 

Customer aliases will be provided for coded locations and INTTRA registered parties, if present, as described in 

Section 6 (Standard Code List & Master Data Catalogues). For some standard codes, under Customer preference 

control, literals may be supplied from INTTRA‘s database, if not provided by the Carrier, as described in Section 6 

(Standard Code List & Master Data Catalogues). 

 

INTTRA will maintain a history of all the transactions in a booking‘s life cycle. Carriers may provide a summary of 

changes which will be stored and sent to the Customer. In addition, INTTRA detects and reports differences 

between subsequent versions based on sections of data present on the transactions being compared. INTTRA will 

not attempt to interpret the absence of sections of data as data deletion. Instead, INTTRA will report absent sections 

of data as ‗not provided‘. Since Difference Reporting (DIFF) focuses on data that is provided, it follows that it is 

most efficient when transactions are used to only convey data that is pertinent to the business case, as noted above. 

 

The specific implementation of Reference supplementation is as follows. Email notifications will contain all 

references provided by the carrier, as well as supplementary references requested by the customer. In the case of 

single occurrence references, this will result in both carrier and shipper supplied values being sent. Diff will not 

consider references provided by supplementation. DIFF will only consider references provided by the carrier. Note 

that carrier-initiated splits are eligible for reference supplementation using the reference from the parent booking. 

 

INTTRA will use the following method when supplementing an EDI notification of a Carrier transaction with 

customer-provided references. 

 

• Carrier controlled references – Booking Number (‗BN‘), Parent Booking Number (‗BS), Local Booking 

Number (‗ZH), BL Number (‗BM‘), Release Number (‗RE‘) and Outbound Booking Agent‘s Reference 

(‗AAL) – Always supersede customer provided values for the sametypes. 

 

• Customer controlled references – Shipper‘s Reference, Freight Forwarder‘s Reference, Consignee‘s 

Reference, Contract Party‘s Reference, Purchase Order Number, Vehicle Identification Number and Export 

License Number always supersede Carrier provided values for the sametypes. 

 

• Carrier provided Tariff or Contract numbers will supersede customer provided values of the same type 

becauseTariff and Contract Numbers are mutually exclusive, either value supplied by the carrier will 

supersede either value provided by thecustomer. 

 

• Reference precedence is by type, not individual value. Carrier provided values for a carrier 

controlled type are the only values provided for that type. Similarly, customer provided values 
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for a customer controlled type are the only values provided for thattype. 

 

Email notifications will contain all references provided by the carrier, as well as supplementary references requested 

by the customer. INTTRA recommends that customers subscribe to EMAIL Notification. 
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C. DataAccess 

 
Data access applies both to on-line access (Booking User Interface, result sets for Booking and Container Status 

Events Search, Reports) and access through subscribed notifications (Bookings and Container Status Events). 

 

For INTTRA Bookings, only INTTRA registered parties provided by the Customer are eligible to access a booking 

through the INTTRA portal and receive related subscription notifications from INTTRA. Carriers may add parties to 

booking transactions or update parties already associated with INTTRA booking transactions but these activities will 

not affect access to the transaction with the following exceptions. 

 

Subject to Customer authorization, a Carrier-supplied INTTRA registered Consignee or Main Notify Party will be 

considered for access privileges in the absence of a Consignee or Main Notify Party provided by the Customer. 

 

For carrier initiated splits of INTTRA bookings, the split inherits the access parties and Customer provided 

transactional email notification recipients from the parent booking. Under Customer authorization, Carrier supplied 

INTTRA registered Consignee or Main Notify party will be considered for access privileges in the absence of a 

Consignee or Main Notify Party provided by the Customer. Other parties provided by the Carrier will not have 

access to the Booking because the carrier acts as a proxy for the customer in the case of Stand Alone bookings, 

INTTRA registered parties provided by the carrier on a stand alone booking will be eligible to access the booking 

through the INTTRA portal and receive related subscription notifications from INTTRA. 

 

In addition to Portal access and subscribed notifications, INTTRA‘s transactional notification feature allows 

recipients to receive transactional booking data by email. The access rules for transactional notifications are as 

follows: 

 

• Transactional notification email addresses provided by the Customer for a Booking will receive notifications of 

Carrier Confirm, Pending, Replace and Decline transactions and Customer Request, Amendments and 

Cancellation of thebooking. 

 

• INTTRA also provides a transactional notification feature that allows carriers to send email notification of a 

particular ANSI X12 301 transaction to any valid email address included by the carrier in the transaction. The 

scope of the email is purely transactional – subsequent changes to the Booking will not be automatically sent to 

these addresses. Carriers must specify the email address on every carrier transaction that they want notified. 

ThisfeatureisnotavailablewithDeclineandReplacetransactions. 

 

Advisory Charge Information provided on a Customer booking request as well as charge information confirmed by 

the Carrier using the ANXI X12 301 transaction will be available only to the Booker and the Carrier of record on the 

transaction. No other party will have access to charge information, even if they have access to other data on the 

booking. Transactional Email notifications will not include information on charges. 

 
 

V. General Data FormatConventions 

 
This section of the Implementation Guide describes INTTRA‘s support for special character handling and format 

validations applicable to email addresses provided in the IFTMBC transaction set. Unless otherwise noted, this 

discussion applies to both INTTRA and standalone booking responses. INTTRA‘s supported formats and usage 

conventions for numeric, date and temperature fields may be found in the detailed specification section of this 

Implementation Guide. 

 

Character Set Support 
The character set supported by INTTRA is the UNOC UN/ECE level C, as defined in ISO-8859-1character set (Hex 

0x01 to 0xFF). The following subset of control characters may be deleted in the inbound message from the Carrier 

by INTTRA to allow accurate processing by INTTRA and the Customer: 
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• Hex 0x01 through Hex0x1F 

• Hex0x7F 

• Hex 0x80 through Hex0x9F 

 

Characters outside of the range of Hex 0x01 to 0xFF are not supported by INTTRA and will not be sent. Character 
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entities (Ex. &#39;) will not be used. Inbound Carrier transactions containing these values will be failed. General 

entities (Ex. &amp;) are acceptable by INTTRA. 

 

Numeric Conventions 
1. General numeric conventions for decimalvalues 

• Decimal will be represented using the dot ('.') e.g.,10455.12 or 45.8735 

• Group separators will not be sent. e.g., 10,455.125 isinvalid 

 

The applicable precision varies by type of numeric data and is defined for each relevant element. 

 

2. Numericelementsrepresentingcountswillbesuppliedaswholenumberswithoutgroupseparators. 

 

3. Temperature elements will conform to the followingrules: 

• Temperaturewillcontain3validNumericDigits,andmayalsocontainadecimalandminus(‗-‗)sign. 

• Decimal Separator will be represented using a Dot(‗.‘). 

• Temperature values will not include groupseparators 

• Maximum Precision for Temperature values is1. 

• NegativeTemperaturewillincludeaMinusSign(‗-‗)inthefirstpositionoftheelement. 

• Positive Temperature will beUnsigned. 

 

Email Format Conventions 
INTTRA checks email addresses in incoming Carrier transactions for format validity, using the following rules: 

• Minimum length is 6 characters (Example:a@b.cd) 

• Only one @sign 

• Atleastonedot('.')after@withatleastonecharacterinbetween 

• Must have at least 2 characters after the lastdot 

• Allowedcharacters: 

o ASCIIcharacters 

o Digits 

o_, -, @, . 

• Disallowedcharacters: 

oAll others not mentioned including , ; ― ‗ / \, etc. 

Email addresses provided by INTTRA to the Customer in the outbound IFTMBC transaction will comply with 

the above rules. 

Date Format Conventions 
1. INTTRA‘simplementationincludesdatefieldswiththefollowingformats: 

• Date alone, in the formatCCYYMMDD 

• Date accompanied by time, in the formatCCYYMMDDHHMM 

2. When present, the time component is assumed to be in 24 hourformat. 

3. Unless explicitly stated in the IG to be considered as GMT/UTC, date/time values are considered to be local at the 

point ofactivity. 

4. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, INTTRA requires all dates to be within 400 calendar days of the GMT 

date/time at which the transaction isvalidated. 

 
 

VI. Standard Code Lists, Master DataCatalogs 

 
The following code lists are used by INTTRA to validate Carrier booking response transactions. Outbound ANSI 

X12 301 transactions to the Customer will contain data that is validated against these lists. 

 

ISO Country Codes 
Country codes provided by INTTRA in the IFTMBC transaction will be valid 2-character ISO Country 
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codes (ISO 3166 2A). 

 

ISO Currency Codes 
Currency Codes provided by INTTRA in the IFTMBC transaction will be valid 3-character ISO Currency codes 
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(ISO 4217 3A). 

 

Package Types 
Package codes provided by INTTRA in the ANSI X12 301 transactions will be valid according to the UN/ECE 

standard (UN ECE Recommendation 21, Release 4). A package description provided by the Carrier will be sent to 

the Customer. If a package code is supplied without any package description literals, INTTRA may send literals 

from its master tables, under preference control by the Customer. 

 

A complete list of supported ANSI X12 301 package types is issued in this Implementation Guide. Since 

Carriers—who are working on EDIFACT IFTMBC message—has a broader selection of package types; Carriers 

can send package types not supported by this message. It is advised that customers subscribe to receive package 

type descriptions instead. 

 

ISO Container Codes 
INTTRA supports a specific list of ISO Container codes. Incoming container types will be validated strictly against 

this list of ISO Container codes. INTTRA stores Container codes as received on the inbound transaction. 

 

In the Booking Link 1.0 portal environment the individual ISO Container codes were associated to a grouping called 

the ―INTTRA Equivalent To code‖. In the Booking Link 2.0 portal environment, the ‗New‘ ISO Standard Size type 

Group Codes (ISO 6346 01/1996) will be used instead of Equivalent To codes. Container ISO codes may be 

converted to ISO Group codes when Booking 2.0 transactions are displayed on INTTRA Act or INTTRA Desktop 

and prior to their transmission under Customer or Carrier preference control.. It should also be noted that INTTRA 

will not support the ―old‖ ISO container size type codes supported in Booking 1.0 in the Booking 2.0 portal 

environment. 

 

In addition, the ISO Container code lists are used by INTTRA to identify equipment types for which controlled 

settings may be provided. These fall into two sub categories, viz. reefer equipment, and what INTTRA refers to as 

―hybrid equipment‖. INTTRA‘s definition of hybrid equipment is a container that is not a defined ―reefer‖ 

container, but may include temperature control. Reefer containers are by definition controlled equipment, and must 

be accompanied with controlled settings, or indicated as non-operative. Hybrid containers may be used as standard 

or controlled equipment, and hence may be provided with or without controlled settings. A common example of 

hybrid equipment is a Tank container, which may or may not have control settings. 

 

A complete list of ISO Group codes and ISO Container type codes supported in Booking 2.0 along with the 

subcategorization 
of hybrid and reefer equipment is issued as a supplement to this Implementation Guide. 

Coded Locations 
INTTRA recommends that Carriers use UN Location codes for all locations provided. This eliminates ambiguity 

and facilitates effective change detection and reporting. Carriers are also advised to provide a clear, consistent, text 

description for all locations. In the event that it is not possible or practical to provide codes for certain locations 

INTTRA recommends that Carriers provide a clear location name in lieu of a code, as well as country code and/or 

country name, and subdivision code/name if applicable. This will help partners identify the location without 

ambiguity. 

 

Any coded location provided by INTTRA in the IFTMBC transaction outbound to the Customer will be valid 

according to INTTRA‘s master location data. INTTRA will not make any attempt to resolve free text literals 

provided by the Carrier to coded geographies, or to reconcile coded information with information supplied in the 

literals. 

 

In outbound transactions, recipient alias will be supplied for coded geographies for which the recipient has 

established aliases. When there is no recipient alias, the UNLOC code will be sent for coded geographies. 

 

Any location literals provided by the Carrier will be sent to the Customer. If a coded geography is supplied without 

any location literals, INTTRA may send literals from its master tables in the outbound message, under 

preference control by the Customer. 
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Coded Parties 
When parties are provided on Carrier booking transactions, INTTRA recommends that they be coded by one of the 4 

supported schemes. 
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1. INTTRAcompanyID;mustbeavalidINTTRA-assignedcompanyIDandindicatesacompanyregisteredwith 

INTTRA. 

2. CarrierAlias;mustresolvetoavalidINTTRA-assignedcompanyIDandindicatesacompanyregisteredwith 

INTTRA. 

3. DUNS number; not validated or resolved by INTTRA. (Not supported in thismessage) 

4. Pass-through Code; not validated or resolved by INTTRA. (Not supported in thismessage) 

 

Messages with invalid values for codes subject to strict validation will be failed. INTTRA will not make any 

attempt to resolve free text literals provided by the Carrier to coded parties, or to reconcile coded information with 

information supplied in the literals. 

 

In outbound transactions, recipient alias will be supplied for registered parties for which the recipient has 

established aliases. When there is no recipient alias, the INTTRA ID will be supplied for registered parties. DUNS 

number and Pass-Through Code will be sent exactly as received from the Carrier. 

 

Any party literals provided by the Carrier will be sent to the Customer. If an INTTRA registered coded party is 

supplied without any party literals, INTTRA may send literals from its master tables, under preference control by 

the Customer. 

 
 

Additional recommended code lists 
Additionally, INTTRA recommends the use of the following standard code lists when applicable. Values in the 

incoming transaction from the Carrier will not be validated against these code lists; however INTTRA 

recommends that messages contain valid data from the standard lists. 

• Transport Operator codes (SCAC codes, Truck Operatorcodes) 

• Lloyd‘s vesselcodes 

• DUNSNumbers 

• Schedule BNumbers 

• WCO 6 digit Harmonized Tariff Schedule numbers (WCO HSC 6 Digit Harmonized 

Commodity Description) 

• UNDG Numbers for Hazardousgoods 

• IMO Codes for Hazardousgoods 

• IBC PackageCodes 

 

VII. Message UsageSummary 

 
Carrier Booking Confirmations 
INTTRA supports multiple styles of carrier responses using the 301 message. 

 

The ANSI X12 301 Version 5030 message allows confirmation of a booking request (or amendment) with 

minimal information. This may be appropriate for recurring bookings or for bookings in which the customer has 

provided all of the salient details and does not require specific acknowledgment at a detailed level. 

 

The ANSI X12 301 Version 5030 message also caters for a ‗cumulative‘ confirmation. In this case, the carrier 

can provide a quick initial confirmation with minimal information and additional operational detail as it becomes 

available. This may be appropriate for markets with limited capacity or for highly competitive markets or for 

customers that need an immediate response to forward their own operations (e.g., SAP) but that do not require all 

operational details in the first response. 

 

The ANSI X12 301 message also offers a ‗PENDING‘ response, which can be used to provide a quick response 

to bookings that are pending confirmation, by informing customers of the Pending reason. While the mandatory 

data requirement on a Pending message is minimal, carriers have the option of providing any information that can 

normally be sent on a confirmation message, in a Pending message. 
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The ANSI X12 301 message allows carriers to update information on a confirmed booking, or a booking in 

Pending state at any point in the booking cycle. 

The detailed use cases in Appendix 1 (Carrier Use Cases) at the end of the message specification describe how the 

various segments of the IFTMBC may be used to represent specific business data, with illustrative examples. 

 

Carrier Initiated split of a Booking 
With this release of the ANSI X12 301, Carriers can use the message to convey information about split bookings to 

ANSI X12 customers. The child bookings may be in confirmed, pending or declined state. The source booking can 

continue to exist as a booking with a reduced count of containers, or be replaced. ‗Booking Split Conventions‘ 

Appendix describes the processing of carrier initiated splits. 

 

Once created, splits are treated exactly like other bookings, subject to the same set of requirements and 

recommendations. 

 

Declining a Booking 
In the interests of streamlining the processing of terminating transactions INTTRA only processes transaction 

identifiers, transaction contact, transaction assembled date time and carrier comments on a Declination. Transaction 

identifiers include INTTRA reference, Carrier Party, Booking number. Additionally, for split bookings, Parent 

Booking number, Split reasons and Split comments will be processed. All other data is ignored by INTTRA. In the 

same vein, INTTRA ignores carrier or customer terminations to already terminated Bookings. 

 

Standalone bookings 
INTTRA defines a ―standalone booking‖ as a booking in the INTTRA portal where the Booking Request was not 

initiated via the INTTRA portal through any one of the INTTRA customer channels (INTTRA Link, INTTRA Act 

or INTTRA Desktop). This means that the customer initiated the booking request with the carrier through a direct 

(or non-INTTRA) channel and the confirmation was then sent to INTTRA by the carrier. These are also referred to 

as a ―non-INTTRA booking‖. 

 

INTTRA only processes those standalone bookings that have at least one registered INTTRA party, other than the 

carrier, on the first version sent to INTTRA. Carriers may use the full data set to supply all details for standalone 

bookings. INTTRA supports standalone bookings to provide visibility and notifications across all bookings made by 

a customer, both INTTRA bookings and direct bookings. 

 

The access to booking data on INTTRA‘s portal will be limited to the Carrier and any registered parties present on 

the booking. INTTRA recommends that Carriers identify the Booker in the transaction as an INTTRA registered 

party different from the Carrier Party. 

Note that even Customers with access to a booking on INTTRA‘s portal will not be able to use the INTTRA portal 

to amend or cancel the standalone booking. 

 

VIII. MessageFlow 

 
1. Customer sends to INTTRA an ANSI X12 300 Booking (Request, Amendment, Cancellation) Transaction per 

INTTRAMessageSpecificationviacommunicationmethodsdetailedinINTTRAConnectivityGuide. 

2. INTTRA's proprietary Portal Application performs message and content validation then issues the Booking 

(Request,Amendment,Cancellation)tothedestinationcarrierviaINTTRAIFTMBF. 

3. CarriersystemissuesIFTMBCBooking(Pending,Confirmation,Decline,Replace)TransactiontoINTTRA. 

4. INTTRA system issues ANSI X12 301 Booking (Pending, Confirmation, Decline, Replace) Transaction to the 

customer. 
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IX. RevisionHistory 
 

A. Changes from version 2.0 (July 26, 2010) to version 2.1 (April 18, 2016) 

 
0900-V9 activated this segment to pass VGM cut-off date/time. 



 

 

 

X. MessageHiarichay 
 

Page 

No. 

16 

Pos. 

No. 

0050 

Seg. 

ID 

ISA 

 
Name 

Interchange Control Header 

Req. 

Des. 

M 

Loop 

NotesandMax.Use 

Repeat Comments 

18 0075 GS Functional Group Header M 1 

19 0100 ST Transaction Set Header M 1 

20 0200 

22 0250 

B1 

G61 

Beginning Segment for Booking or M 1 
Pickup/Delivery 

Contact M 9 

Not Used 0300 Y6 Authentication O 2 

23 0400 Y3 Space Confirmation O 1 

LOOP ID - Y4 999 

25 0500 Y4 Container Release M 1 

26 0510 W09 Equipment and Temperature O 27 

LOOP ID - N1 17 
31 0540 N9 Extended Reference Information O 100 

Route Information with Preference O 
1
 

 
 

33 0600 N1 

Not Used 0700 N2 

35 0800 N3 

36 0900 N4 

37 1000 G61 

38 1050 DTM 

Additional Name Information O 1 

Party Location O 2 

Geographic Location O 1 

Contact O 9 

Date/Time Reference O 2 

LOOP ID - R4 6 

Port or Terminal M 1 

Date/Time Reference O 3 

 

40 1100 R4 

42 1200 DTM 
 

Not Used 1300 W09 Equipment and Temperature O 1 

44 1400 H3 Special Handling Instructions O 4 

Not Used 1500 EA Equipment Attributes O 5 

 

Detail: 

Page Pos. Seg. Req. Loop Notes and 

No. No. ID Name Des. Max.Use Repeat Comments 

LOOP ID - LX 999 

45 0100 LX Transaction Set Line Number M 1 

Not Used 0200 N7 Equipment Details O 1 

Not Used 0210 W09 Equipment and Temperature O 1 

Not Used 0300 K1 Remarks O 10 

LOOP ID - L0 120 

46 0350 L0 Line Item - Quantity and Weight M 1 

LOOP ID - PO4 100 

50 0375 PO4 Item Physical Details M 1 

53 0388 MEA Measurements O 2 
 

54 0394 L5 Description, Marks and Numbers O 1 
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55 0397 L4 Measurement O 1  

   LOOP ID - H1   99 

56 0398 H1 Hazardous Material M 1  

58 0399 H2 Additional Hazardous Material Description O 18  

Not Used 0399 H1 Hazardous Material O 1  
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Not Used 0400 L0     

 

 

Not Used 0500 L5    

Not Used 0550 L4    

Not Used 0570 L1 
     

        

Not Used 0600 H1    
 
 

Not Used 0700 H2      

        

Not Used 0710 LH1      

Not Used 0720 LH2      

Not Used 0730 LH3      

Not Used 0740 LFH 
     

Not Used 0750 LEP      

Not Used 0760 LH4      

Not Used 0770 LHT      

Not Used 0780 LHR      

Not Used 0790 PER 
     

60 0800 V1 Vessel Identification O 2   

61 0900 V9 Event Detail O 1   

62 1000 K1 Remarks O 999   

 

Summary: 
 

Page 
No. 

Pos. 
No. 

Seg. 
ID  

 
Name 

Req. 
Des. 

 
Max.Use 

Loop 
Repeat 

Notes and 
Comments 

66 0100 SE Transaction Set Trailer M 1   

67 0110 GE Functional Group Trailer M 1   

68 0120 IEA Interchange Control Trailer M 1   

Line Item - Quantity and Weight O 1 

Description, Marks and Numbers O 1 

Measurement O 1 

Rate and Charges O 1 

LOOP ID - H1 10 

Hazardous Material O 1 

Additional Hazardous Material Description O 10 

 

LOOP ID - LH1  100   

Hazardous Identification Information O 1 

Hazardous Classification Information O 4 

Hazardous Material Shipping Name O 10 

Information 

Free-form Hazardous Material Information O 25 

EPA Required Data O 3 

Canadian Dangerous Requirements O 1 

Transborder Hazardous Requirements O 3 

Hazardous Material Identifying Reference O 5 

Numbers 
Administrative Communications Contact O 5 
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Segment: ISA 
InterchangeControlHeaderPosition: 0050 

Loop: 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To start and identify an interchange of zero or more functional groupsandinterchange- 

related controlsegments 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

ISA01 I01 AuthorizationInformationQualifier M 1 ID2/2 

Code identifying the type of information in the Authorization Information 

00 No Authorization Information Present(NoMeaningful 

Information inI02) 

ISA02 I02 AuthorizationInformation M 1 AN10/10 

Information used for additional identification or authorization of the 

interchange sender or the data in the interchange; the type of information is set 

by the Authorization Information Qualifier (I01) 

ISA03 I03 SecurityInformationQualifier M 1 ID2/2 

Code identifying the type of information in the Security Information 

00 No Security Information 

Present(NoMeaningfulInformation inI04) 

ISA04 I04 SecurityInformation M 1 AN10/10 

This is used for identifying the security information about the interchange 

sender or the data in the interchange; the type of information is set by the 

Security Information Qualifier (I03) 

ISA05 I05 InterchangeIDQualifier M 1 

ID2/2Code indicating the system/method of code structure used to designate the 

sender or receiver ID element beingqualified 

ZZ MutuallyDefined 

ISA06 I06 InterchangeSenderID M 1 AN15/15 

Identification code published by the sender for other parties to use as the 

receiver ID to route data to them; the sender always codes this value in the 

sender ID element 
INTTRA  

ISA07 I05 InterchangeIDQualifier M 1 

ID2/2Code indicating the system/method of code structure used to designate the 

sender or receiver ID element beingqualified 

ZZ MutuallyDefined 

ISA08 I07 InterchangeReceiverID M 1 AN15/15 

Identification code published by the receiver of the data; When sending, it is 

used by the sender as their sending ID, thus other parties sending to them will 

use this as a receiving ID to route data to them 

Customer EDIID  

ISA09 I08 InterchangeDate M 1 DT6/6 

Date of the interchange 

YYMMDDformat  

ISA*00* *00* *ZZ*INTTRA *ZZ*CUSTOMER_ID 

*160529*0930*U*00400*000010000*0*P*>^ 
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ISA10 I09 InterchangeTime M 1 TM4/4 

Time of the interchange 

HHMMformat  

ISA11 I65 RepetitionSeparator M 1 AN1/1 
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Type is not applicable; the repetition separator is a delimiter and not a data 

element; this field provides the delimiter used to separate repeated occurrences 

of a simple data element or a composite data structure; this value must be 

different than the data element separator, component element separator, and the 

segment terminator 

ISA12 I11 Interchange ControlVersionNumber M 1 ID5/5 

Code specifying the version number of the interchange control segments 

05030 Draft Standards for Trial Use Approved forPublication 

ISA13 I12 Interchange Control Number 

A control number assigned by the interchange sender 

M 1 N0 9/9 

ISA14 I13 Acknowledgment Requested M 1 ID 1/1 

Code indicating sender's request for an interchange acknowledgment 

0 No Interchange AcknowledgmentRequested 

ISA15 I14 InterchangeUsageIndicator M 1 

ID1/1Code indicating whether data enclosed by this interchange envelope is 

test, production orinformation 

P ProductionData 

T TestData 

ISA16 I15 ComponentElementSeparator M 1 AN1/1 

Type is not applicable; the component element separator is a delimiter and not 

a data element; this field provides the delimiter used to separate component 

data elements within a composite data structure; this value must be different 

than the data element separator and the segment terminator 
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Segment: GS FunctionalGroupHeader 

Position: 0075 

Loop: 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To indicate the beginning of a functional group and to provide controlinformation 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER_ID*20160529*0930*1000*X*005030  
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

GS01 479 FunctionalIdentifierCode M 1 ID2/2 

Code identifying a group of application related transaction sets 

RO Ocean Booking Information (300, 301,303) 

GS02 142 ApplicationSender'sCode M 1 AN2/15 

Code identifying party sending transmission; codes agreed to by trading 

partners 
INTTRA  

GS03 124 ApplicationReceiver'sCode M 1 AN2/15 

Code identifying party receiving transmission; codes agreed to by trading 

partners 
Customer EDIID  

GS04 373 Date M 1 DT8/8 

Date expressed as CCYYMMDD where CC represents the first two digits of 

the calendar year 

GS05 337 Time M 1 TM4/8 

Time expressed in 24-hour clock time as follows: HHMM, or HHMMSS, or 

HHMMSSD, or HHMMSSDD, where H = hours (00-23), M = minutes (00- 

59), S = integer seconds (00-59) and DD = decimal seconds; decimal seconds 

are expressed as follows: D = tenths (0-9) and DD = hundredths (00-99) 

GS06 28 GroupControlNumber M 1 N01/9 

Assigned number originated and maintained by the sender 

GS07 455 ResponsibleAgencyCode M 1 ID1/2 

Code identifying the issuer of the standard; this code is used in conjunction 

with Data Element 480 

X Accredited Standards CommitteeX12 

GS08 480 Version / Release / IndustryIdentifierCode M 1 AN1/12 

Code indicating the version, release, subrelease, and industry identifier of the 

EDI standard being used, including the GS and GE segments; if code in DE455 

in GS segment is X, then in DE 480 positions 1-3 are the version number; 

positions 4-6 are the release and subrelease, level of the version; and positions 

7-12 are the industry or trade association identifiers (optionally assigned by 

user); if code in DE455 in GS segment is T, then other formats are allowed 

005030 Version 5030 is used by INTTRA to indicateBooking2.0 

transactions. 
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Segment: ST 
TransactionSetHeaderPosition: 0100 

Loop: 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To indicate the start of a transaction set and to assign a controlnumber 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: ST*301*0001  
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

ST01 143 Transaction SetIdentifierCode M 1 ID3/3 

Code uniquely identifying a Transaction Set 

Refer to 005020 Data Element Dictionary for acceptable code values. 

ST02 329 Transaction SetControlNumber M 1 AN4/9 

Identifying control number that must be unique within the transaction set 

functional group assigned by the originator for a transactionset 
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Segment: B1 Beginning Segment for BookingorPickup/Delivery 

Position: 0200 

Loop: 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: Totransmitidentifyingnumbers,dates,andotherbasicdatarelatingtothetransactionset 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

B102 145 ShipmentIdentificationNumber O 1 AN1/30 

Identification number assigned to the shipment by the shipper that uniquely 

identifiestheshipmentfromorigintoultimatedestinationandisnotsubjectto 

modification; (Does not contain blanks or special characters) 
Customer ShipmentID  

B103 373 Date O 1 DT8/8 

Date expressed as CCYYMMDD where CC represents the first two digits of 

the calendar year 

Date expressed as CCYYMMDD 

Date of Booking Activity (B104) 

B104 558 Reservation Action Code M 1 ID 1/1 

Code identifying action on reservation or offering 

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

A ReservationAccepted 

B ConditionalAcceptance 

D ReservationCancelled 

P Pending 

B1**SHIPMENTID123*20160529*A 

 

Bookings in Confirmed state cannot be placed in Pending state. 

 

Customer Shipment ID will be sent if provided on the original Customer booking request. 

 

Customer Shipment ID will also be provided on any split booking transaction resulting 

from the original request. 

 

Carriers Must provide INTTRA Reference for ALL UN-SPLIT INTTRA initiated 

bookings. 

 

For Confirmed and Declined splits (B105 = ‗Y‘) of INTTRA initiated bookings, 

INTTRA Reference must be the INTTRA Reference of the parent. 

 

For Replaced Splits (B104 = ‗R‘) of INTTRA initiated bookings, INTTRA Reference 

will be the INTTRA Reference of the booking being replaced. 

 

See Booking Split Conventions Appendix for explanation of Splits processing. 

Customer's Shipment Id will be blank for all carrier initiated bookings (stand alones). 

Response Code (B105) will be used by the Carriers to indicate that the Booking is a 

Split/Extract of a requested booking. 
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R Delete 

Replaced 

Source Booking Replaced with Splits 

B105 1073 Yes/No Condition orResponseCode O 1 ID1/1 

Code indicating a Yes or No condition or response 
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Split Booking Indicator 

 

Y - Split Booking 

N - Non Split 

 

Refer to the Booking Splits Conventions Appendix for explanation of Splits 

processing. 

The split indicator will be ignored if sent for Booking Replacement B104 = ‗R‘ 
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Segment: G61Contact 

Position: 0250 

Loop: 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 9 

Purpose: To identify a person or office to whom communications should bedirected 

SyntaxNotes: 1 If either G6103 or G6104 is present, then the other isrequired. 

Notes: G61*IC*GENERAL CONTACT NAME*TE*(901)338-5598~  
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

G6101 366 ContactFunctionCode M 1 

ID2/2Code identifying the major duty or responsibility of the person or group 

named INTTRA SuppliedValue:  

IC InformationContact 

G6102 93 Name M 1 AN1/60 

Free-form name 

Only 35 characters will beprocessed.  

G6103 365 CommunicationNumberQualifier X 1 ID2/2 

Code identifying the type of communication number 

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

EM ElectronicMail 

FX Facsimile 

TE Telephone 

G6104 364 CommunicationNumber X 1 AN1/512 

Complete communications number including country or area code when 

applicable 



 

 

 

Segment: Y3SpaceConfirmation 

Position: 0400 

Loop: 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To specify confirmation information for space booking including numbers,dates,and 

loadtime 
SyntaxNotes: 1 If Y309 is present, then Y308 isrequired. 

Notes: Y3*******20160619*2300**PP~ 

 

The reservation request information entered in this segment will also be the haulage 

arrangement information applied to all equipment in the shipment. 

 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS carriers provide Space Confirmation information. 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS carriers provide SI document due date. 

This segment will not be processed if received in a Declination transaction (B104 = D) or 

a Replaced transaction (B104 = R). 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

Y307 373 Date O 1 DT8/8 

Date expressed as CCYYMMDD where CC represents the first two digits of 

the calendar year 

Date by which SI for the booking should be received by the carrier 

Format CCYYMMDD. 

All dates must be within 400 days of the current date. 

Y308 337 Time X 1 TM4/8 

Time expressed in 24-hour clock time as follows: HHMM, or HHMMSS, or 

HHMMSSD, or HHMMSSDD, where H = hours (00-23), M = minutes (00- 

59), S = integer seconds (00-59) and DD = decimal seconds; decimal seconds 

are expressed as follows: D = tenths (0-9) and DD = hundredths (00-99) 

Must be sent together with the SI Due Date(Y307). 

 

SI Due Date Time. 

Y310 375 TariffServiceCode O 1 ID2/2 

Code specifying the types of services for rating purposes 

The X12 standard does not provide a field to define Carrier/Merchant Haulage 

so this element will be used for that purpose: 

 
If PP then Merchant haulage 

If DD, DP or PD then Carrier haulage 

 

INTTRA will always supply one of the following values: 

DD Door-to-Door 

Rate applies for shipments in door-to-door service 

Rules: Both Ship-from and Ship-to addresses will 

always be sent for Door-to-Door haulage. 



 

 

 

Also, Carrier Haulage at Export, Carrier Haulage at 

Import 

 

The carrier is responsible for the intermodal carriage of 

cargo including both the pre-carriage and the on- 



 

 

 

carriage.  

DP Door-to-Pier 

Rate applies for shipments in door-to-ocean carrier's 

port/terminal pier service 

Rules: Ship-from address will always be sent for Door- 

to-Pier haulage. 

 

Also Carrier Haulage at Export, Merchant Haulage at 

Import. 

 

The carrier is responsible for the intermodal carriage of 

cargo including the pre-carriage, but excluding the 

oncarriage. 
PD Pier-to-Door 

Rate applies for shipments in pier-to-door service 

Rules: Ship-to address will always be sent for Pier-to- 

Door haulage. 

 

Also Merchant Haulage at Export, Carrier Haulage at 

Import 

 

The carrier is responsible for the intermodal carriage of 

cargo including the on-carriage, but excluding the 

precarriage. 
PP Pier-to-Pier 

All cargo other than that specified in codes HH, HP, or 

PH whether shipped in containers or otherwise 

Rules: No addresses are necessary for Pier-to-Pier 

haulage. 

 

Merchant Haulage at Export, Merchant Haulage at 

Import. 

 

The carrier of intermodal cargo is only responsible for 

the main carriage. 



 

 

 

Segment: Y4ContainerRelease 

Position: 0500 

Loop: Y4 Mandatory 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: Totransmitinformationrelativetocontainersavailableforrelease 

Notes: Y4*****2*42G0~  

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

Y405 95 NumberofContainers M 1 N01/15 

Number of shipping containers 

If the container number (Actual or Logical) is provided then the container 

number must be equal to 1. 

Y406 24 EquipmentType M 1 ID4/4 

Code identifying equipment type 

INTTRA will always supply the ISO equipment codes. 

 

A full container code list can be found in the INTTRA Welcome guide. 

Y410 56 Type ofServiceCode O 1 ID2/2 

Code specifying extent of transportation service requested 

INTTRA will use this Element to identify the Equipment Ownership. 

 
INTTRA Supplied Values: 

1 ShipperOwned 

2 CarrierOwned 
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Segment: W09 
EquipmentandTemperaturePosition:0510 

Loop: Y4 Mandatory 

Level: Heading 
Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 27 

Purpose: To relate equipment type and requiredtemperatures 

SyntaxNotes: 1 If either W0902 or W0903 is present, then the other isrequired. 

Notes: W09*CN*-15*FA***TCI-ReeferComments**40*2 

 

INTTRA requires that the set temperature (W0902) be the same for all W09 segment in 

the transaction. 

 

INTTRA will only accept 3 digits (including the minus sign) for temperature set. 

 

W0902 is Set Temperature (if temperature is negative this field must be signed with a - 

sign therefore temperature can be set from -99 to 998 

 

Unsigned temperature is assumed to be positive. 

 

W0906 is used to describe the environment required within an ocean-type, refrigerated 

container when other than normal air is required. 

 

W0908 is the humidity percentage. 

 

W0909 is the number of air exchanges per hour. 

 

If a reefer container is used, but refrigeration is not needed, W0902 will be set to 999, 

which indicates no set temperature (Non Active Reefer). 

 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS that carrier not mix active and non-active settings for reefer 

or hybrid (e.g. tanks) containers on a single booking. 

 

This segment must be provided when reefer containers specifically identified by 

equipment type code (Y406) are provided and the temperature regulation unit is to be 

active. 

 

This segment may be provided when hybrid (e.g. tanks) containers specifically identified 

by equipment type code (Y406) are provided and the temperature regulation unit is to be 

active. 

 

Temperature is stored at INTTRA as provided by the carrier. 

 

If number of containers (Y405) is greater than 1, the information in this segment will be 

applied to all containers in the group. 

 

Set Temperature must conform to below rules: 

- Decimal must be represented using the dot('.'). 

- Temperature values must not include groupseparators. 

- Temperature must contain 3 valid Numeric Digits, and may also contain a decimal and 

minus sign('-'). 

- Maximum Precision of Temperature is1. 

- Negative Temperature must include a Minus sign ('-') and it must be in the first position 

of theelement. 

- Positive Temperature must beUnsigned. 



 

 

 

Valid examples: 

005, -005, -05.5, 55.2, 45.0 

Invalid examples: 

1, -5, -05, 5.5, 23-, 35, .3, 5.04, +045 
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Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

W0901 40 Equipment Description Code 

Code identifying type of equipment used for shipment 

M 1 ID 2/2 

INTTRA SuppliedValue:  

 CN Container  

W0902 408 Temperature 

Temperature 

X 1 R 1/3 

  Reefer temperature.   

  
For NON ACTIVE reefer, set the temperature to 999. 

  

W0903 355 Unit or Basis for Measurement Code X 1 ID 2/2 

Code specifying the units in which a value is being expressed, or manner in 

which a measurement has been taken 

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

CE Centigrade,Celsius 

FA Fahrenheit 

W0906 3 Free-formMessage O 1 AN1/512 

Free-form text 

Equipment/Reefer Comments. 

The first 4 characters of the comments is the code that identifies equipment 

information provided in the free form element. 

 
A. Temperature ControlInstructions 

1. ECA: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that the Equipment Atmosphere 

must be controlled. When ECA is sent, only the first 3 characters of this 

element areprocessed. 

 

2. FRZ: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that Super Freezer Service is 

requested. When FRZ is sent, only the first 3 characters of this element are 

processed. 

 

3. GEN: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that GENSET is required. When 

GENissent,onlythefirst3charactersofthiselementareprocessed. 

 

4. HUM: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that the Humidity in the 

Equipment must be controlled. When HUM is sent, only the first 3 characters 

of this element areprocessed. 

 

5. ICP-: Number of USD probes for ICT service. This code is followed by a 

numeric value that implies the number of USDprobes. 

 

6. ICT: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that In transit Cold Sterilization is 

required. When ICT is sent, only the first 3 characters of this element are 

processed. 

 

7. NTP-: Number of temperature probes requested. This code is 

followed by a 

 

This segment will not be processed for carrier Cancellation/Decline (B104 = ‗D‘) or 

Replacement (B104 = ‗R‘). 



 

 

 

numericvaluethatimpliesthenumberoftemperatureprobes. 

 

8. TVA-: Temperature Variance Details. This code is followed by text that 

describes the temperature variancedetails. 

 

9. TCI-: Temperature Control Instructions. ReeferComments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: 
W09*CN*-15*FA***TCI-REEFER COMMENTS**40*2~ 

W09*CN*****ECA~ 

W09*CN*****FRZ~ 

W09*CN*****GEN~ 

W09*CN*****HUM~ 

W09*CN*****ICP-12345~ 

W09*CN*****ICT~ 

W09*CN*****NTP-12345~ 

W09*CN*****TVA-100~ 

 
B. Special ServiceRequest 

1. CLN: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that the Equipment Must be 

Cleaned. When CLN is sent, only the first 3 characters of this element are 

processed. 

 

2. FGE: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that Food Grade Equipment is 

requested. When FGE is sent, only the first 3 characters of this element is 

processed. 

 

3. FMG: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that equipment fumigation is 

required.WhenFMGissent,onlythefirst3charactersofthiselementare 

processed. 

 

4. GOH: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that Garments are on Hanger. 

WhenGOHissent,onlythefirst3charactersofthiselementareprocessed. 

 

5. HTE: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that Heavy Weight Tested 

Equipment was requested. When HTE is sent, only the first 3 characters of this 

element areprocessed. 

 

6. SWP: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that the Equipment must be Swept. 

WhenSWPissent,onlythefirst3charactersofthiselementareprocessed. 

 
Example: 

W09*CN*****CLN~ 

W09*CN*****FGE~ 

W09*CN*****FMG~ 

W09*CN*****GOH~ 

W09*CN*****HTE~ 

W09*CN*****SWP~ 

 

C. HandlingInstructions 

1. SAD and SBD are mutuallyexclusive 

1a. SAD: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that the Equipment must be 

Stowed Above Deck. When SAD is sent, only the first 3 characters of this 

element are processed. 

 

1b. SBD: This is an indicator/flag to indicate that the Equipment must be 

Stowed Below Deck. When SBD is sent, only the first 3 characters of this 

element are processed. 

 

Example: 

Either W09*CN*****SAD~ or W09*CN*****SBD~ 



 

 

 
 

D. General EquipmentInformation 

1. AGK-: Equipment comments. General Equipment Comments. Informational 

Only. 

 

2. CCN-: Canadian Cargo Control Number. This code is followed by theCCN 
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Reference Number. Only 45 characters are allowed. 

 

3. UCN-: Customs Export Declaration Unique Consignment Reference 

(DUCN). Typically provided by the Exporter or its Agent for shipments departing Great Britain. Only 45 

characters areallowed. 

 
4. FFF, FLL are mutuallyexclusive 

4a. FFF: FCL/FCL. Indicator defines the movement of cargo packed by the shipper or shipper‘s agent and unpacked 

by the consignee or consignee‘s agent. 

 

4b. FLL: FCL/LCL. Indicator defines the movement of cargo packed by the shipper or shipper‘s agent and unpacked 

by the consignee or consignee‘s agent. 

 

5. ACN-: Actual Container Number. This code is followed by the actual 

container number. Maximum of 17characters. 

 

6. LCN-: Logical Container Number. This code is followed by the logical 

Container Number. Maximum of 17characters. 

 

Example: 

W09*CN*****AGK-EQUIPMENT COMMENTS~ 

W09*CN*****CCN-12345~ W09*CN*****UCN-12345~ 

W09*CN*****ACN-CNTU1234567~ 
W09*CN*****LCN-001~ 

 

Either W09*CN*****FFF~ or W09*CN*****FLL~ 

 

E. EquipmentMeasurement 

Numeric values must conform to below rules: 

- Decimal must be represented using the dot('.'). 

- Group separators must not besent. 

1. Weight, Radioactivity, and Acid concentration: Maximum 3 digits of 

precisionallowed. 

 

Examples: valid - "1000.123" invalid - "1,000.123", "1.000,123" 

 

2. Volume: Maximum 4 digits of precisionallowed: 

 

Examples: valid - "1000.1234" invalid - "1,000.1234", "1.000,1234" 

 

1. NetWeight: 

1a. WKG-: Net Weight in Kilograms (KGS). 1b. WLB-: Net Weight in Pounds 

(LBS). 

 

2. NetVolume: 

2a. VFT-: Net Volume in Cubic Feet. 2b. VMT-: Net Volume in Cubic Meter. 

 

3. CGL-: Percent of Carbon Dioxide GasLevel. 

 

4. NGL-: Percent of Nitrogen GasLevel. 

 

5. OGL-: Percent of Oxygen GasLevel. 

 
Example: 

W09*CN*****WKG-12345.123~ 

W09*CN*****WLB-12345.123~ 
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W09*CN*****VFT-12345.123~ 

W09*CN*****VMT-12345.123~ 

W09*CN*****CGL-12345.123~ 
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W0907 1122 VentSettingCode O 1 ID1/1 

Code describing the setting on the air vents on ocean-type containers 

This must only be sent if container type is refrigerated. 

Vent Open and Equipment Controlled Atmosphere are mutually exclusive. 

INTTRA Supplied Values: 

E Closed 

G Open 

W0908 488 Percent,IntegerFormat O 1 N01/3 

Percent given in integer format (e.g., 0 through 100 represents 0% through 

100%) 

Percent expressed as 0 to 100 
 

Humidity Percentage 

W0909 380 Quantity O 1 R1/18 

Numeric value of quantity 

Air Exchange Per Hour in CubicMeters  

W09*CN*****NGL-12345.123~ 

W09*CN*****OGL-12345.123~ 
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Segment: N9 
ExtendedReferenceInformationPosition: 0540 

Loop: 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 100 

Purpose: TotransmitidentifyinginformationasspecifiedbytheReferenceIdentificationQualifier 

Notes: N9*BN*CBN020329123409 

 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS Carriers provide all available references for Carrier initiated 

booking (stand-alone bookings). 

 

Carrier Booking Number is mandatory when B104 = ‗A‘ (confirmation) or B104 = ‗B‘ 

(conditionally accepted) or B104 = ‗P‘ (pending). 

 

Carrier Booking Number is also mandatory for Standalone Booking Confirmations. BN 

(Carrier Booking Number) will always be unique among all active and replaced bookings 

for the carrier. 

 

BS (Carrier Source Booking Number) is mandatory for a new booking split when the 

predecessor of the split booking is in Confirmed state. 

 

For Carrier Cancellation/Decline (B104 = ‗D‘) or Replacement (B104 = ‗R‘) only 

references BN (Carrier booking number) and BS (Carrier source booking number) will be 

processed from the carrier's transaction. All others will be ignored. 

 

Only one of TS (Tariff Number), AAL (Agents Reference), BS (Parent Booking 

Number), BN (Booking Number), Q1 (Contract Number)/L6 (contract Line Item 

Number), RF (Export License), or ZZ (INTTRA Reference) will be accepted. 

 

Multiple occurrences of all other references may be provided as follows: 

Any combination of ZH (Local Booking Number), BM (Bill of Lading) and RE (Release 

Number) up to 30 occurrences.Any combination of CT (Contract Party reference), VT 

(Vehicle ID number), L8 (Consignee's reference), FN (Freight Forwarder's reference), PO 

(Purchase Order number) and SI (Shipper's reference number) up to 60 occurrences. 

 

TS (Tariff Number) and Q1 (Contract Reference) are mutually exclusive. 

 

L6 (Contract Line Item Number) will only be transmitted if Q1 (Contract Number) is 

provided. 

 

Customer provided references may be supplemented by INTTRA on the outbound 

message to the customer, under customer preference control. For details on precedence 

rules and supplementation logic, please refer to the Preamble of this document. 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

N901 128 ReferenceIdentificationQualifier M 1 ID2/3 

Code qualifying the Reference Identification 

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

AAL AgentNumber 

Outbound Booking AgentReference  

BM Bill of LadingNumber 
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BN BookingNumber 

Carrier's Booking Number (will always besupplied).  

BS Split BookingNumber 

Carrier Source BookingNumber  



 

 

 

 
Identifies source booking from which splits are created 

(Parent Booking‘s OCBN). 

 

Will be provided when a previously 

acknowledged/confirmed booking is split. 

 

Must not be more than 30 characters. 

CT ContractNumber 

Contract Party referencenumber  

FN Forwarder's/Agent's ReferenceNumber 

L6 Subcontract Line ItemNumber 

A further subdivision of a contract line item number 

Will be used by INTTRA for Reference number 

identifying a particular line in a document. 

 

Contract Line Item Number will only be provided when 

Q1 (Contract Number) is provided. 

L8 Consignee's ReleaseNumber 

A number which uniquely identifies a release against the 

consignee's purchase order 

Will be used by INTTRA for the reference number of 

the consignee (Consignee Reference Number). 
LCR Customer LoadReference 

PO Purchase OrderNumber 

Q1 QuoteNumber 

RE ReleaseNumber 

Container releasenumber  

SI Shipper's Identifying Number for Shipment(SID) 

A unique number (to the shipper) assigned by the shipper 

to identify the shipment 

SKU Stock KeepingUnit 

TN Transaction ReferenceNumber 

Used to indicate the unique ITN (Internal Transaction 

Number) as provided by the US AES (Automated 

Export System) 
TS TariffNumber 

VT Motor Vehicle IDNumber 

ZH Carrier AssignedReferenceNumber 

Local BookingNumber 

Reference number assigned by carrier to a consignment. 
ZZ MutuallyDefined 

INTTRA BookingNumber  

N902 127 ReferenceIdentification M 1   AN1/80 

Reference information as defined for a particular Transaction Set or as 

specified by the Reference Identification Qualifier 

Maximum of 35 characters will be used. 

 

Maximum of 30 characters will is allowed for Carrier Booking Number. 

 

When Reference Identification Qualifier N902 is "VGC" (VGM cut- 

off date) this element will be populated with a date and time in the 



 

 

 

format of CCYYMMDDHHMM. 



 

 

 

Segment: N1PartyIdentification 

Position: 0600 

Loop: N1 Mandatory 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To identify a party by type of organization, name, andcode 

SyntaxNotes: 1 At least one of N102 or N103 isrequired. 

2 If either N103 or N104 is present, then the other isrequired. 

Notes: N1*SH*SHIPPERNAME*93*SHIPPERIDCODE 

 

RULES: Either the Shipper (SH) or the Forwarder (FW) will always be supplied by 

INTTRA and one of them will be an INTTRA member. 

 

The information in this segment applies to all containers in the group. 

Either Party Code or Party Name will always be provided. 

INTTRA will not attempt to derive party codes if not provided by the carrier. 

 

For INTTRA registered parties, if name and/or address are not sent by the carrier, name 

and address from INTTRA's database will be provided at customer's request (customer 

preference setting). 

 

Carrier will always be provided and will be an INTTRA registered party. 

 

Carriers may reassign the booking to an associate carrier (the association must be known 

to INTTRA) via the CA (Carrier) party in the FIRST RESPONSE TRANSACTION 

ONLY. 

 

Name and address and Street and number may also be used to convey contact name and 

phone number. 

 

Only one of each type of party may be sent per equipment loop, with the exception of 

(LL) Intermediate Export Stop Offs which may be sent multiple times. 

 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS that carriers send Intermediate export stop offs (LL) only 

when Carrier Haulage at Export is being provided (Y3 = PP or PD). 

 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS that carriers send Empty Container Pick Up Location (CL) 

and/or Full Container Drop Off Location (TR) only when Merchant Haulage at Export is 

being provided (Y3 = DD or DP). 

 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS that carrier send Subcontractor (28) only when Super Freezer 

Service or In-Transit Cold Sterilization Service is being provided by someone other than 

the carrier. 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

N101 98 Entity IdentifierCode M 1 

ID2/3Code identifying an organizational entity, a physical location, property or 

an individual 

INTTRA SuppliedValues:  

28 Subcontractor 



 

 

 

Firm carrying out a part of the works for acontractor.  

BO Broker or SalesOffice 

Used to provide address and contact details for Carrier 

Booking Office handling this booking. 



 

 

 

C9 ContractHolder 

CA Carrier 

INTTRA will always supply this value (Used to identify 

Carrier) 

CL ContainerLocation 

Location of EmptyContainer  

CN Consignee 

CP Party to Receive 

Cert.ofComplianceFreight/ChargesP 

ayer 

Party responsible for the payment of freight. 
FW Forwarder 

LL Location of Load Exchange(Export) 

Name of the location at which load (trailer) is exchanged 

with another motor carrier for export 

Will be used by INTTRA for Intermediate Export Stop 

Off Location. 
N1 Notify Party no.1 

N2 Notify Party no.2 

NP Notify Party for Shipper'sOrder 

SF ShipFrom 

If Haulage is Door-to-Door or Door-to-Pier, the Ship 

from address is always sent. 

SH Shipper 

ST ShipTo 

If Haulage is Door-to-Door or Pier-to-Door, the Ship to 

address is always sent. 

TR Terminal 

Full Container Drop-OffLocation  

ZZ MutuallyDefined 

BookingParty  

N102 93 Name X 1 AN1/60 

Free-form name 

Free-form name 

Only the first 35 characters of the party name will be processed. 

N103 66 IdentificationCodeQualifier X 1 

ID1/2Code designating the system/method of code structure used for 

Identification Code(67) 

INTTRA SuppliedValues:  

93 Code assigned by the organization originating the 

transactionset 

Code Assigned byINTTRA  

94 Code assigned by the organization that is the ultimate 

destination of the transactionset 

Code Assigned byCustomer  

N104 67 IdentificationCode X 1 AN1/80 

Code identifying a party or other code 

Code identifying a party or other code 

Only the first 35 characters will be processed. 



 

 

N3*ADDRESS 1*ADDRESS 2 

 

A maximum of 2 N3 loops can be received, but only 210 characters will be processed. 

 

Segment: 

N3PartyLocationP 

osition: 0800 

Loop: N1 Mandatory 

Level: Heading 
Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 2 

Purpose: To specify the location of the namedparty 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: 

 

 

Data Element Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Attributes 

M 1 AN 1/55 

 

N302 166 Address Information O 1 AN 1/55 

Address information 

Ref. Data  

Des. Element Name 

N301 166 Address Information 
  Address information 

 



 

 

 

Segment: N4GeographicLocation 

Position: 0900 

Loop: N1 Mandatory 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To specify the geographic place of the namedparty 

SyntaxNotes: 1 Only one of N402 or N407 may bepresent. 

2 If N406 is present, then N405 isrequired. 

3 If N407 is present, then N404 isrequired. 

Notes: N4*Newark*NJ*07322*US 

 

Accepted by INTTRA but not kept discrete. 

 
 Data Element Summary    
Ref. Data    
Des. Element Name Attributes 

N401 19 City Name O 1 AN 2/30 

  Free-form text for city name   

N402 156 State or Province Code O 1 ID 2/2 

Code (Standard State/Province) as defined by appropriate government agency 

N403 116 Postal Code O 1 ID 3/17 

Code defining international postal zone code excluding punctuation and blanks 

(zip code for United States) 
N404 26 Country Code O 1 ID 2/3  

  Code identifying the country    

  INTTRA Accepted Values:    

  
ISO (2 character) Country Code 

   



 

 

 

Segment: G61Contact 

Position: 1000 

Loop: N1 Mandatory 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 9 

Purpose: To identify a person or office to whom communications should bedirected 

SyntaxNotes: 1 If either G6103 or G6104 is present, then the other isrequired. 

Notes: G61*CN*DonaldTucker*TE*1-800-111-4444 

 

Note: For Ship-to and Ship-from, the Contact name and number will always be supplied. 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

G6101 366 ContactFunctionCode M 1 

ID2/2Code identifying the major duty or responsibility of the person or group 

named INTTRA SuppliedValues:  

CN GeneralContact 

G6102 93 Name M 1 AN1/60 

Free-form name 

Only 35 characters will beprocessed.  

G6103 365 CommunicationNumberQualifier X 1 ID2/2 

Code identifying the type of communication number 

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

EM ElectronicMail 

FX Facsimile 

TE Telephone 

G6104 364 CommunicationNumber X 1 AN1/512 

Complete communications number including country or area code when 

applicable 



 

 

 

Segment: DTMDate/TimeReference 

Position: 1050 

Loop: N1 Mandatory 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 2 

Purpose: To specify pertinent dates andtimes 

SyntaxNotes: 1 If DTM03 is present, then DTM02 isrequired. 

Notes: DTM*369*20160508*1900 

 

Rules: 

Date will be within 400 days of the current date. 

 

A. The following are dates associated with the equipment: 

(017) Date and/or time when the shipper of the goods expects delivery will take place. 

(064) Earliest drop off date/time of full container to the carrier. 

(497) Latest date/time full container may be delivered to the carrier. 

(996) Date/time empty container will be positioned at Customer's location. 

(118) Date/time container will be picked-up at the intermediate export stop off location or 

Ship From location. 

(252) Earliest date/time empty container may be picked up. 

(144) Date/time container will be positioned at the intermediate export stop off location. 

 
The below examples describes how the dates will be used. 

The below date qualifiers will only be sent for N1 segment Ship From (N101 = SF). 

DTM*996*20160519*1200~ 

DTM*118*20160520*0900~ 

 

The below date qualifier will only be sent for N1 segment Ship To (N101 = ST). 

DTM*017*20160602*0900~ 

 

The below date qualifiers will only be sent for N1 segment Intermediate Export Stop Off 

Location (N101 = LL). 

DTM*144*20160601*1200~ 

DTM*118*20160601*1425~ 

 

The below date qualifier will only be sent for N1 segment Empty Container Pick-up 

Location (N101 = CL). 

DTM*252*20160521*1045~ 

 

The below date qualifiers will only be sent for N1 segment Full Container Drop Off 

Location (N101 = TR). 

DTM*064*20160522*0930~ 

DTM*497*20090522*1100~ 

 

This segment will not be processed if received in Cancellation/Decline (B104 = ‗D‘) or 

Replacement (B104 = ‗R‘) transactions from the carrier 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

DTM01 374 Date/TimeQualifier M 1 ID3/3 

Code specifying type of date or time, or both date and time 

INTTRA SuppliedValues:                                                                                      

017 EstimatedDelivery 



 

 

 

Date and/or time when the shipper of the goods expects 

delivery will take place. Applicable only for N1 ST 

(Ship to) 

064 Do Not DeliverBefore 



 

 

 
  Date identifying a point in time before which the goods 

shall not be delivered. 

 

Earliest drop off date/time of full container to the 

carrier. 

118 RequestedPickup 

 Date/time container will be picked-up at the 

intermediate 
export stop off location or ship from location. 

144 EstimatedAcceptance 

 Date/time container will be positioned at the 

intermediate export stop off location. 

 
Date/time on which equipment is estimated to be 

positioned (delivered). 

252 EarlyStart 

 The earliest date a task or activity can begin 

 Date/time on which equipment can be picked up at the 

 earliest. 

 
Earliest date/time empty container may be picked up. 

497 Latest Delivery Date atPier 

 Final date for delivering cargo to a liner ship. 

 
Latest date/time full container may be delivered to the 

carrier. 

996 RequiredDelivery 

   A date on which or before, ordered goods or services 

must be delivered 
   Date/time empty container will be positioned at 

customer's location. 

DTM02 373 Date X 1 DT8/8 

Date expressed as CCYYMMDD where CC represents the first two digits of 

the calendar year 

DTM03 337 Time X 1 TM4/8 

Time expressed in 24-hour clock time as follows: HHMM, or HHMMSS, or 

HHMMSSD, or HHMMSSDD, where H = hours (00-23), M = minutes (00- 

59), S = integer seconds (00-59) and DD = decimal seconds; decimal seconds 

are expressed as follows: D = tenths (0-9) and DD = hundredths (00-99) 

Local time of R4Function  



 

 

 

Segment: R4 PortorTerminal 

Position: 1100 

Loop: R4 Mandatory 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: Contractual or operational port or point relevant to the movement of thecargo 

SyntaxNotes: 1 If either R402 or R403 is present, then the other isrequired. 

Notes: R4*L*UN*USNYC*NEWYORK*US***NY~ 

 

Only one of each type of location function qualifier will be sent per transaction. 

For each location, either Location Code or Location Name will always be provided. 

INTTRA will not attempt to derive codes for locations provided without codes. 

With respect to location literals, INTTRA will preserve and relay what the carrier sent. 

 

If location literals are not sent in for a coded location, literals from INTTRA's database 

will be provided at the customer's request (customer preference setting). 

 

For multiple MAIN Carriage transport legs, the Port of Load and Port of Discharge in this 

segment is from the first MAIN Carriage leg. 

 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS that carrier provide all 4 of the following AMS locations and 

related dates when the customer has indicated AMS self filing status: 

1. Foreign Port/Place ofAcceptance 

2. Final Port for AMSDocumentation 

3. First US PortVisited 

4. Last Non-US PortVisited 

 

This segment will not be processed if received in Cancellation/Decline (B104 = ‗D‘) or 

Replacement (B104 = ‗R‘) transactions from the carrier. 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

R401 115 Port or TerminalFunctionCode M 1 

ID1/1Code defining function performed at the port or terminal with respect to a 

shipment 

INTTRA SuppliedValues:  

4 Customs Office of ManifestDestination 

Final Port for AMSDocumentation  

A Place of Acceptance(Operational) 

Place at which carrier actually accepts cargo from shipper 

or his agent 

First Foreign Port/Place ofAcceptance  

D Port of Discharge(Operational) 

Port at which cargo is unloaded from vessel 

Port of Discharge will always be supplied byINTTRA  

G Port of Entry(Operational) 

Place at which cargo actually enters a country 

where the cargo is not part of its commerce 



 

 

 

First US PortVisited  

H Port of Exit(Operational) 

Place at which cargo actually leaves a country where the 

cargo is not part of its commerce 

Last Non-US PortVisited  



 

 

 

L Port of Loading(Operational) 

Port at which cargo is loaded on vessel 

Port of Load will always be supplied byINTTRA  

R402 309 LocationQualifier X 1 ID1/2 

Code identifying type of location 

UNLOCODE isPreferred.  

94 Receiver's LocationCode 

Used to Qualify the Customer's preferred Aliascode.  

UN United Nations Location Code(UNLOCODE) 

R403 310 LocationIdentifier X 1 AN1/30 

Code which identifies a specific location 

LocationCode  

R404 114 PortName O 1 AN2/256 

Free-form name for the place at which an offshore carrier originates or 

terminates (by transshipment or otherwise) its actual ocean carriage of property 

LocationName  
 

R405 26 Country Code 

Code identifying the country 

O 1 ID 2/3 

  Code identifying the country 

Two character ISO CountryCode 
INTTRA RECOMMENDS it be compatible with UNLOC 

  

R408 156 State or Province Code O 1 ID2/70 

Code (Standard State/Province) as defined by appropriate government agency 



 

 

 

Segment: DTMDate/TimeReference 

Position: 1200 

Loop: R4 Mandatory 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 3 

Purpose: To specify pertinent dates andtimes 

SyntaxNotes: 1 If DTM03 is present, then DTM02 isrequired. 

Notes: DTM*369*20160508*1900 

 

Date will be within 400 days of the current date. 

 

A. The following are AMSDates: 

Estimated Arrival Date at First US Port (DTM01 = ‗AA1‘) will only be sent if the 

preceding location (R4) is R401= ‗G‘ (First US Port Visited). 

 

AMS Filing Due date (DTM01 = ‗AAG‘) will only be sent if the preceding location (R4) 

is R401 = ‗4‘ (Final Port for AMS Documentation). 

 

If time is sent it is assumed to be local time at the location identified in the preceding 

LOC segment. 

 

B. The following are Transport Location Dates and will be sent only for Port Of Load or 

Port of Dischargelocations: 
(311) Final date for delivering cargo to a liner ship at Port of Load 

(369) Estimated Departure Date at Port of Load 

(371) Estimated Arrival Date at Port of Discharge 

 

The below examples describes how the dates will be used. 

DTM*311*20160619*1200~ 

DTM*369*20160619*1500~ 

DTM*371*20160709*0900~ 

 

For multiple MAIN Carriage transport legs, the ETA and ETD in this segment is from the 

first MAIN carriage in the transport plan. 

 

This segment will not be processed if received in Cancellation/Decline (B104 = ‗D‘) or 

Replacement (B104 = ‗R‘) transactions from the carrier. 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

DTM01 374 Date/TimeQualifier M 1 ID3/3 

Code specifying type of date or time, or both date and time 

INTTRA SuppliedValues:  

311 Latest Receiving Date/CutoffDate 

369 Estimated DepartureDate 

371 Estimated ArrivalDate 

AA1 Estimated Point ofArrival 

Estimated Arrival Date at First USPort  

AAG Due Date 

Date AMS Filing isDue  

DTM02 373 Date X 



 

 

 

1 DT8/8 

Date expressed as CCYYMMDD where CC represents the first two digits of 

the calendar year 

DTM03 337 Time X 1 TM4/8 

Time expressed in 24-hour clock time as follows: HHMM, or HHMMSS, or 

HHMMSSD, or HHMMSSDD, where H = hours (00-23), M = minutes (00- 



 

 

 

59), S = integer seconds (00-59) and DD = decimal seconds; decimal seconds 

are expressed as follows: D = tenths (0-9) and DD = hundredths (00-99) 

INTTRA assumes the twenty-four hour clock system will be used to express 

time. Time must be expressed and transmitted by means of four figures, the 

first two denoting the hour past midnight and the last two the minutes past the 

hour. 

 
Examples : 

12:45 a.m. is expressed as 0045 

12:00 noon is expressed as 1200 

11:45 p.m. is expressed as 2345 

12:00 midnight is expressed as 0000 

1:30 a.m. is expressed as 0130 

1:45 p.m. is expressed as 1345 



 

 

 

Segment: H3 
SpecialHandlingInstructionsPosition: 

1400 

Loop: 

Level: Heading 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 4 

Purpose: Tospecifyspecialhandlinginstructionsincodedorfree-formformat 

Notes: H3*01~ 

 

This segment indicates the nature of shipment. Shipment can be a combination of the 

following: 
01- Out of Gauge Shipment 

02 - Hazardous/Dangerous Goods Shipment 

03 - Temperature Controlled Shipment 

04 - Environmental Pollutant Shipment 

Only 1 of each code can be sent. 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

H301 152 SpecialHandlingCode O 1 ID2/3 

Code specifying special transportation handling instructions 

INTTRA Supplied Values: 

01 - Out of Gauge Shipment 

02 - Hazardous Shipment 

03 - Temperature Controlled Shipment 

04 - Environmental Pollutant Shipment 



 

 

 

Segment: LX Transaction SetLineNumber 

Position: 0100 

Loop: LX Mandatory 

Level: Detail 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To reference a line number in a transactionset 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: 

 

 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

LX01 554 AssignedNumber M 1 N01/6 

Number assigned for differentiation within a transaction set 

LX*1 

Sequential Line Item Number starting from 1. 



 

 

 

Segment: L0 Line Item - QuantityandWeight 

Position: 0350 

Loop: L0 Mandatory 

Level: Detail 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: 

Tospecifyquantity,weight,volume,andtypeofserviceforalineitemincluding 

applicable "quantity/rate-as"data 

SyntaxNotes: 1 If either L004 or L005 is present, then the other isrequired. 

2 If either L006 or L007 is present, then the other isrequired. 
3 If either L008 or L009 is present, then the other isrequired. 

4 If L011 is present, then L004 isrequired. 

Notes: Commodity with package count, package type code and packagetypedescription: 

L0*1***45000*G*12345.50*E*100*CRT*CRATE*L 

 

Commodity without package count and package type code or package description: 

L0*1***45000*G******L 

 

Commodity with zero package count and a package type code: 

L0*1***45000*G*12345.50*E*0*CRT**L 

 

Mandatory for INTTRA. 

 

Outer Packaging information is mandatory for INTTRA. Only 1 commodity is allowed 

per each L0 loop. 

 

The L0 segment and loop will be used to report multi-level packaging. The L008/09 

contains the Outer package type and quantity. The PO4 within the L0 loop contains Inner 

and/or Inner-inner packaging details. The PO4 segment can iterate for each additional 

Inner package type. The L0 segment iterates for each Outer package type within the same 

container. 

 

The L0 Line Item Number (L001) must increment by 1 for each Outer package type with 

in the LX loop. 

 

Either Package Type of Package Type Description must be provided. 

Number of Packages must be a whole number greater than 0. 

If package type code (L009) or package type description (L010) is provided then number 

of package (L008) must also be provided. 

INTTRA allows for a L0 segment to be sent without package count (L008) and package 

type code (L009) or package description (L010) but if multiple package levels are sent 

(i.e. with inner and inner-inner packaging), the package code/description and number of 

packages must be provided for all package level. 

 

A total of 999 Outer, Inner and Inner-Inner packaging level information (combined) will 

be processed by INTTRA. 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

L001 213 Lading Line Item Number M 1 N01/5 



 

 

 

Sequential line number for a lading item 

 

The L0 Line Item Number must increment by 1 for each Outer package type 

within the same container. 

L004 81 Weight X 1 R1/18 



 

 

 

Numeric value of weight 

 Maximum 3 digits of precision allowed 
Examples: valid - "1000.123" invalid - "1,000.123", "1.000,123" 

L005 187 Weight Qualifier 

Code defining the type of weight 

X 1 ID 1/2 

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

G GrossWeight 

L006 183 Volume X 1 R1/18 

Value of volumetric measure 

 Volume: Maximum 4 digits of precision allowed 
Examples: valid - "1000.1234" invalid - "1,000.1234", "1.000,1234 

L007 184 Volume Unit Qualifier X 1 ID 1/1 

  Code identifying the volume unit   

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

E CubicFeet 

X CubicMeters 

L008 80 Lading Quantity M 1 N0 1/8 

  Number of units (pieces) of the lading commodity   

L009 211 Packaging Form Code X 1 ID 3/3 

  Code for packaging form of the lading quantity   

  Code for packaging form of the lading quantity   

  

If Lading Quantity (L008) is provided then either the Package Type Code 

(L009) or Package Type Description (L010) will be provided. 

 

For multiple package level commodities, the Package Type Code (L009) or 

Package Type Description (L010) and Lading Quantity (L008) will be 

provided for all package levels (i.e. Outer, Inner and Inner-inner package 

level). 

 

Describes the Outer Package Type. This element will contain the 3 character 

packaging type code. 

 
INTTRA Supplied Values: 

BAG Bag 

BBL Barrel 

BDL Bundle 

BKG BulkBag 

A large sized flexible, intermediate bulk container; the 

side walls are flexible; it's made of fabric; when filled, it 

takes on the shape of what you put inside 

Bag, SuperBulk  

BOB Bobbin 

BOX Box 

BSK Basket orhamper 

BXT Bucket 

CAG Cage 

CAS Case 

CHS Chest 

COL Coil 



 

 

 

CON Cones 

CRT Crate 

CSK Cask 

CTN Carton 



 

 

 

CYL Cylinder 

DRM Drum 

A large container with a cylindrical shape; top may have 

removable or sealed top sides may be fiberboard or metal 

ENV Envelope 

FIR Firkin 

FRM Frame 

FSK Flask 

HGH Hogshead 

HPR Hamper 

JAR Jar 

JUG Jug 

A bottle (usually 1/2 gallon or larger) fitted with a handle 

KEG Keg 

LBK LiquidBulk 

LOG Log 

LVN LiftVan 

PAL Pail 

PKG Package 

PLT Pallet 

RCK Rack 

REL Reel 

ROL Roll 

SAK Sack 

SCS Suitcase 

SHT Sheet 

A thin layer of material usually used as a pad for extra 

protection by isolating/separating tiers or layers of parts 

within the package 

SKD Skid 

SLP SlipSheet 

Shipping containers utilizing slip sheets, which are 

cardboard platforms used to hold product for storage or 

transportation 
SLV Sleeve 

SPL Spool 

SRW ShrinkWrapped 

TBE Tube 

TRC Tierce 

TRK Trunk andChest 

TRY Tray 

TUB Tub 

UNP Unpacked 

VIL Vial 

VPK VanPack 

L010 458 DunnageDescription O 1 AN2/35 

Material used to protect lading 

This element will be used by INTTRA to store the packaging type 



 

 

 

description. 

 

If Lading Quantity (L008) is provided then either the Package Type Code 

(L009) or Package Type Description (L010) will be provided. 

 

For multiple package level commodities, the Package Type Code (L009) or 



 

 

 

 
L011 188 WeightUnitCode O 1 ID1/1 

Code specifying the weight unit 

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

K Kilograms 

L Pounds 

Package Type Description (L010) and Lading Quantity (L008) will be 

provided for all package levels (i.e. Outer, Inner and Inner-inner package 

level). 

 

For hazardous commodity, Package Type Code (L009) or Package Type 

Description (L010) and Lading Quantity (L008) will always be provided. 



 

 

 

Segment: PO4 
ItemPhysicalDetailsPosition:0375 

Loop: PO4 Mandatory 

Level: Detail 
Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: Tospecifythephysicalqualities,packaging,weights,anddimensionsrelatingtotheitem 

SyntaxNotes: 1 If either PO402 or PO403 is present, then the other isrequired. 

Notes: ThePO4segmentisusedtoinformInnerandInner-Innerpackagequantitiesandtype, thus 

allowing a 3 level packaging structure. If more than one type of Inner packaging is 

used, the PO4 will iterate for each Inner package and will be identified as such using 

element PO403, code of ‗PK‘ for Inner pack or ‗AB‘ for Inner-innerpack. 

 

It will be used as follows: 

 

The L0 segment contains the Outer package type and quantity, the first instance of PO4 

will contain the Inner package type and if needed, the second instance can contain the 

Inner-inner package type. 

 

Example: 

L0* --Outer Package 

PO4*2*1*PK*BOX************BOXES~ --First Inner Package type (L0 segment 

contains the Outer Package information) 

MEA* --Measurements for first Inner Package 

PO4*10*1*AB*BAG************BAGS~ --First Inner-Inner Package type 

PO4*3*1*PK*CTN************CARTONS~ --Second Inner Package type 

MEA* --Measurements for Second Inner Package 

PO4*15*1*AB*BOT************BOTTLES~ --Second Inner-Inner Packagetype 

 

An Inner Package will always be preceded by an Outer Package (L0 segment) 

An Inner-Inner Package will always be preceded by an Inner Package. 

 

A total of 999 Outer, Inner and Inner-Inner packaging level information (combined) may 

be sent. 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

PO401 356 Pack O 1 N01/8 

The number of inner containers, or number of each‘s if there are no inner 

containers, per outer container 

The number of inner containers, or number of each if there are no inner 

containers, per outer container 
The total number of Inner or Inner-Inner packages. 

 

Must be a whole number. 

PO402 357 Size X 1 R1/8 

Size of supplier units in pack 

Defaulted to 1 to satisfy the PO403 and PO402 conditional requirement 

(INTTRA will ignore this field) 

PO403 355 Unit or Basis forMeasurementCode X 1 

ID2/2Code specifying the units in which a value is being expressed, or manner 

in which a measurement has beentaken 

Code specifying the units in which a value is being expressed, or 
manner in 



 

 

 

which a measurement has been taken 

 

INTTRA Supplied Values: 

AB BulkPack 

Package equalsInner-inner.  



 

 

 

PK Package 

Package equalsInner.  

PO404 103 PackagingCode M 1 AN3/5 

Code identifying the type of packaging; Part 1: Packaging Form, Part 2: 

Packaging Material; if the Data Element is used, then Part 1 is alwaysrequired 

INTTRA SuppliedValues:    

BAG Bag 

BBL Barrel 

BDL Bundle 

BKG Bag, SuperBulk 

BOB Bobbin 

BOX Box 

BSK Basket orhamper 

BXT Bucket 

CAG Cage 

CAS Case 

CHS Chest 

COL Coil 

CON Cones 

CRT Crate 

CSK Cask 

CTN Carton 

CYL Cylinder 

DRM Drum 

ENV Envelope 

FIR Firkin 

FRM Frame 

FSK Flask 

HGH Hogshead 

HPR Hamper 

JAR Jar 

JUG Jug 

KEG Keg 

LBK LiquidBulk 

LOG Log 

LVN LiftVan 

PAL Pail 

PKG Package 

PLT Pallet 

RCK Rack 

REL Reel 

ROL Roll 

SAK Sack 

SCS Suitcase 

SHT Sheet 

A thin layer of material usually used as a pad for extra 

protection by isolating/separating tiers or layers 

of parts within the package 



 

 

 

SKD Skid 

SLP SlipSheet 

Shipping containers utilizing slip sheets, which are 

cardboard platforms used to hold product for storage or 



 

 

 

transportation 

SLV Sleeve 

SPL Spool 

SRW ShrinkWrap 

In packaging, a method of securing a unit load by placing 

a large "bag" of plastic film over the components and 

applying heat to induce shrinkage and cause the bag to 

tighten around the contents 

TBE Tube 

TRC Tierce 

TRK Trunk andChest 

TRY Tray 

TUB Tub 

UNP Unpacked 

VIL Vial 

VPK VanPack 

PO416 350 AssignedIdentification M 1 AN1/20 

Alphanumeric characters assigned for differentiation within a transaction set 

Used to indicate Inner or Inner-Inner package description depending on the 

definition in the PO4. 



 

 

 

Segment: MEAMeasurements 

Position: 0388 

Loop: PO4 Mandatory 

Level: Detail 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 2 

Purpose: Tospecifyphysicalmeasurementsorcounts,includingdimensions,tolerances,variances, and 

weights (See Figures Appendix for example of use ofC001) 
SyntaxNotes: 1 If either MEA03 or MEA04 is present, then the other isrequired. 

Notes: MEA**VOL*200.0324*CR 
or 

MEA**WT*200.398*KG 

 

Used to indicate the Volume and Weight of the Inner and Inner-Inner Packages reported 

in the previous PO4. 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

MEA02 738 MeasurementQualifier O 1 

ID1/3Code identifying a specific product or process characteristic to which a 

measurementapplies 

INTTRA SuppliedValues:  

VOL Volume 

WT Weight 

MEA03 739 MeasurementValue X 1 R1/18 

The value of the measurement 

 Weight Value 

 

Notes: 

- Decimal will be represented using the dot (.). 

- Maximum of 3 digits of precision allowed. 
 

Examples: Valid "1234.001" Invalid "1,234.001" or "1.234,001" 

Volume Value 

Notes: 

- Decimal will be represented using the dot(.). 

- Maximum of 4 digits of precisionallowed. 

 
Examples: Valid "1234.0001" Invalid "1234.0001" or "1.234,0001" 

MEA04 C001 Composite Unit of Measure X 1 

 
 
C00101 

 
 

355 

To identify a composite unit of measure 

of use) 
Unit or Basis for Measurement Code 

(See Figures Appendix for examples 

 
M ID2/2 

Code specifying the units in which a value is being expressed, or manner in 

which a measurement has been taken 

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

CF CubicFeet 

CR CubicMeter 

KG Kilogram 

LB Pound 



 

 

 

Segment: L5 Description, MarksandNumbers 

Position: 0394 

Loop: L0 Mandatory 

Level: Detail 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: Tospecifythelineitemintermsofdescription,quantity,packaging,andmarksand 

numbers 
SyntaxNotes: 1 If either L503 or L504 is present, then the other isrequired. 

Notes: Example of L5 segment withoutHarmonizedinformation 

L5*1*LadingDescription 
 

Example of L5 segment with Harmonized information 

L5*1*Lading Description*010290*A 

 

Lading Description is Mandatory for INTTRA 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

L501 213 Lading LineItemNumber O 1 N01/3 

Sequential line number for a lading item 

Defaulted to1.  

L502 79 LadingDescription O 1 AN1/512 

Description of an item as required for rating and billing purposes 

L503 22 CommodityCode X 1 AN1/30 

Code describing a commodity or group of commodities 

Code describing a commodity or group of commodities 

Harmonize Code - INTTRA recommends that customers use 6 character 

classification codes from the World Customs Organization (WCO) Harmonize 

System (HS) 

L504 23 CommodityCodeQualifier X 1 

ID1/1Code identifying the commodity coding system used for Commodity 

Code Mandatory if L503 isprovided. 

INTTRA Supplied Values: 

A Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States 

Annotated 

Classification of imported merchandise for rate of duty 

and statistical purposes 

B U.S. Foreign Trade Schedule B, Statistical Classification 

of Domestic and Foreign Commodities Exported from the 

UnitedStates 



 

 

 

Segment: L4Measurement 

Position: 0397 

Loop: L0 Mandatory 

Level: Detail 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To describe physical dimensions andquantities 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

L401 82 Length O 1 R1/18 

Largest horizontal dimension of an object measured when the object is in the 

upright position 

L402 189 Width O 1 R1/18 

Shorter measurement of the two horizontal dimensions measured with the 

object in the upright position 

L403 65 Height O 1 R1/18 

Vertical dimension of an object measured when the object is in the upright 

position 

L404 90 MeasurementUnitQualifier X 1 ID1/1 

Code specifying the linear dimensional unit 

Code specifying the linear dimensional unit. Mandatory if any of the Length, 

Width or Height is provided. 

 

INTTRA SuppliedValues: 

F Feet 

M Meter 

Used to indicate the Out of Gauge (OOG) dimensions of the Outer Packaging. 

Length, Width and Height: maximum of 3 digit precession allowed. 

If L4 is provided at least, one of the OOG dimension for Length, Width or Height will be 

provided 

 

L4*123.123***F - only Length is provided 
L4*1.123*2.456*3.369*M - Length, Width, Height OOG dimensions provided 



 

 

 

Segment: H1HazardousMaterial 

Position: 0398 

Loop: H1 Mandatory 

Level: Detail 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To specify information relative to hazardousmaterial 

SyntaxNotes: 1 If either H107 or H108 is present, then the other isrequired. 

Notes: H1*1789*8*I*Proper Hazardous Material Desc*HazardousMaterialContact*130- 

2*45*CE*2 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

H101 62 HazardousMaterial Code M 1 AN4/10 

Code relating to hazardous material code qualifier for regulated hazardous 

materials 

 Mandatory for INTTRA  

UN Number. 

Maximum of 4 characters will be processed. 

H102 209 Hazardous Material Class Code 

Code specifying the kind of hazard for a material 

M 1 AN 1/7 

  Mandatory for INTTRA   

  
First IMO Code 

  

H103 208 Hazardous Material Code Qualifier O 1 ID 1/1 

Code which qualifies the Hazardous Material Class Code (209) 

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

I Intergovernmental Maritime Organization (IMO)Code 

H105 63 HazardousMaterialContact O 1 AN1/35 

Phone number and name of person or department to contact in case of 

emergency 

Emergency ContactName.  

H106 200 HazardousMaterialsPage O 1 AN1/7 

The United Nations page number as required for the international transport of 

hazardousmaterials 

IMDG pagenumber.  

H107 77 FlashpointTemperature O 1 N1/3 

The flashpoint temperature for hazardous material 

Flash Point Temperature must conform to below rules: 

- Decimal must be represented using the dot('.'). 
- Temperature values must not include groupseparators. 

- Temperature must contain 3 valid Numeric Digits, and may also contain a 

decimal and minus sign('-'). 

- Maximum Precision of Temperature is1. 

- Negative Temperature must include a Minus sign ('-') and it must be in the 

first position of theelement. 
- Positive Temperature must beUnsigned. 



 

 

 

 
H108 355 Unit or Basis for Measurement Code X 1 ID 2/2 

Valid examples: 
005, -005, -05.5, 55.2, 45.0 

 

Invalid examples: 

1, -5, -05, 5.5, 23-, 35, .3, 5.04, +045 



 

 

 

Code specifying the units in which a value is being expressed, or manner in 

which a measurement has been taken 

INTTRASuppliedValues:  

CE Centigrade,Celsius 

FA Fahrenheit 

H109 254 PackingGroupCode O 1 ID1/3 

Code indicating degree of danger in terms of Roman number I, II or III 

INTTRA SuppliedValues:  

1 GreatDanger 

2 MediumDanger 

3 MinorDanger 



 

 

 

Segment: H2 Additional 

HazardousMaterialDescriptionPosition: 0399 

Loop: H1 Mandatory 

Level: Detail 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 18 

Purpose: To specify free-form hazardous material descriptive data in addition totheinformation 

provided in the H1segment 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: H2 will be utilized as follows: 

 

The H2 segment will be used to provide hazardous material information. The element 

H101 will indicate the type of information. 

Only one of each type can be sent per Hazardous Loop (per H2 Loop). 

PSN-: Proper Hazardous Material Description 

ECN-: Emergency Contact Number 

EMS-: EMS Number Emergency 

TRE-: TREM Card Number 

IM2-:2nd IMO Code 

IM3-: 3rd IMO Code 

GEN-: General Hazmat Comments 

TEN-: Dangerous Goods Technical Name 

HAZ-: Hazard Information (Hazmat Placard) 

AEP-: Radioactive goods additional information 

PKG-: Packaging Information 

REG-: Regulatory information 

EUR: Empty, Un-cleaned Receptacle Indicator 

IHL: Inhalant Hazard Indicator 

TLQ: Transport of Dangerous Goods in Limited Quantities Indicator 

 

Aggregate States Indicator: 

GAS: Gas 

LQD: Liquid 

SLD: Solid 

 

Marine Pollutant Indicator: 

NMP: Non-Marine Pollutant 

MPO: Marine Pollutant 
SMP: Severe Marine Pollutant 

 
Description Codes: 

1. PSN - Proper Hazardous Material Description. This is MANDATORY for INTTRA. 

Maximum of 512 characters isallowed. 

 

2. ECN - Emergency Contact Number. This is MANDATORY if Emergency Contact 

Name is provided. This is the contact number of the name defined in H105. Only the first 

512 char will beprocessed. 

 

3. EMS-EMSNumberEmergencyproceduresforshipscarryinghazardousmaterials 

 

4. TRE- TREM Card Number: The identification of a transport emergency card giving 

advice for emergencyactions 

 
5. IM2 - 2nd IMO Code. Used if more than one IMO class applies to the dangerous 

commodity. 

 
6. IM3 - 3rd IMO Code. Used if more than two IMO class applies to the dangerous 

commodity. 



 

 

 

 
7. GEN - General HazmatComments 

 

8. EUR-Thisisaflag/indicatorforEmpty,Un-cleanedReceptacle 

 

9. IHL - to indicate that the Hazardous shipment is an inhalanthazard 

 

10. TLQ - Transport of DangerousGoods in Limited Quantities indicator 

 
**Aggregate State: GAS, LQD, SLD are mutually exclusive. 

11. GAS - To indicate the Hazardous Material state isGas 

 

12. SLD - to indicate the Hazardous Material state issolid 

 

13. LQD-toindicatethattheHazardousMaterialstateisliquid 

 

** NMP, MPO, SMP are mutually exclusive 

14. NMP - Non-MarinePollutant 

 

15. MPO - MarinePollutant 

 

16. SMP - Severe MarinePollutant 

 

17. TEN - Dangerous Goods Technical Name. Maximum of 512 characters isallowed. 

 

18. AEP - Radioactive goods additionalinformation 

 

19. HAZ - Hazard Information. Used to indicate the HazmatPlacard 

 

20. PKG - Packaging Information. Should only contain IBC (intermediate bulk container 

code) 

21. REG - Regulatoryinformation 

Examples: 

H2*PSN-ProperShippingName*ProperShipping~ (Proper Shipping Name) 

H2*ECN-6326550183~ (Emergency Contact Phone Number) 

H2*EMS-1234~ (EMS Number) 

H2*TRE-12345~ (Trem Card Number) 

H2*IM2-3.2~ (IMO 2) 
H2*IM3-1.8~ (IMO 3) 

H2*GEN-General Hazmat Comments*Gen Hazmat Comment~ 

H2*EUR~ (Empty Unclean Receptacle Indicator) 

H2*LQD~ (Aggregation State—either GAS, LIQUID or SOLID) 

H2*IHL~ (Inhalant Hazard Indicator) 
H2*TLQ~ (Transport In Limited Quantities Indicator) 

H2*NMP~ (Marine Pollutant Indicator—either Non, Severe or Marine Pollutant) 

H2*TEN-Hazardous Material Technical Name~ (Hazardous Material Technical Name) 

H2*AEP-Radioactive Goods Addnl Info~ (Radio Active Goods addition information) 

H2*HAZ-Placard~ (Hazardous Placard) 

H2*PKG-12345~ (Intermediate Bulk Container Code) 

H2*REG-Regulatory Information~ (Regulatory Information) 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name 



 

 

 
 Attributes  

H201 64 HazardousMaterialDescription 

Material name, special instructions, and phone number if any 

M 1 AN2/512 

H202 274 HazardousMaterialClassification O 1 AN1/512 

Free-form description of hazardous material classification or division or label 

requirements 



 

 

 

Segment: V1VesselIdentification 

Position: 0800 

Loop: 

Level: Detail 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 2 

Purpose: To provide vessel details and voyagenumber 

Notes: V1**VesselName*PH*OJW4059*SCAC 

 

Only the Main Carriage Vessel Information will be provided in this segment. For 

multipleMAINCarriagelegs,thissegmentwillcontainthefirstMAINCarriagefromthe 

transportplan 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 
Des. Element   Name Attributes 

V102 182 Vessel Name 

Name of ship as documented in "Lloyd's Register of Ships" 

Name of ship as documented in "Lloyd's Register ofShips" 

V103 26 Country Code 

Code identifying the country 

2 Character Country Code identifying the country 

M 1 AN 2/35 

 

 
O 1 ID 2/3 

 

Country where the means of transport is registered. 

V104 55 Flight/Voyage Number O 1 AN 2/17 

Identifying designator for the particular flight or voyage on which the cargo 

travels 
Identifying designator for the particular flight or voyage on which the cargo 

travels 

V105 140 Standard Carrier Alpha Code 

Standard Carrier Alpha Code 

O 1 ID 2/4 

Standard Carrier AlphaCode  



 

 

 

Segment: 

V9EventDetailP 

osition: 0900 

Loop: 

Level: Detail 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To specify information about a specificevent 

Notes: V9*ZZZ*VGC*20160513*1455  
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

V901 304 EventCode M 1 ID3/3 

Code identifying the event about which a report is made 

Refer to 005020 Data Element Dictionary for acceptable code values. 

V902 106 Event M 1 AN1/25 

Free-form description of event 

INTTRASuppliedValue:  

VGC VGM cut-offdate/time 

V903 373 Date M 1 DT8/8 

Date expressed as CCYYMMDD where CC represents the first two digits of 

the calendar year 

V904 337 Time M 1 TM4/4 

Time expressed in 24-hour clock time as follows: HHMM, or HHMMSS, or 

HHMMSSD, or HHMMSSDD, where H = hours (00-23), M = minutes (00- 

59), S = integer seconds (00-59) and DD = decimal seconds; decimal seconds 

are expressed as follows: D = tenths (0-9) and DD = hundredths (00-99) 



 

 

 

Segment: K1Remarks 

Position: 1000 

Loop: 

Level: Detail 

Usage: Optional 

MaxUse: 999 

Purpose: To transmit information in a free-form format for comment or specialinstruction 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: A. General BookingComments 

 

These Remarks apply to the Entire Booking 

 

AAC-: Summary UNDG numbers and IMO codes. This Code is followed by text 

summarizing the UNDG numbers and IMO codes. 

 

AAF-: Vessel Rate of Exchange Information 

 

AAI-: General Comments/Decline Comments. Mandatory for carrier Cancel or Decline 

of a booking. 

 

ABD-: Provided only in conjunction with split bookings (B105 = ‗Y‘) to indicate original 

booking request, sequence of split booking and total number of split bookings per the 

original. See Booking Split Conventions in the IFTMBC Appendix for a detailed 

explanation of split handling 

 

ABV-: Terms and conditions 

 

AES-: Carrier's reasons for amending the booking. This code is followed with text 

containing information on the reason/changes the carrier made on the booking. 

 

ACD-: Carrier‘s reason for setting the booking in Pending status. This code is followed 

with text containing information on why the booking was placed in Pending status. 

 

SAV: Slot Availability Verification is needed. Carrier will send this indicator if the 

reason for setting the booking to pending status (B104 = P) is Slot Availability 

Verification is needed. 

 

CHG: Charge Verification needed. Carrier will send this indicator if the reason for setting 

the booking in pending status (B104 = P) is Charge Verification needed. 

 

HCV: Hazardous Commodity Verification needed. Carrier will send this indicator if the 

reason for setting the booking in pending status (B104 = P) is Charge Verification 

needed. 

 

EAV: Equipment Availability Verification needed. Carrier will send this indicator if the 

reason for setting the booking in pending status (B104 = P) is Equipment Availability 

Verification needed. 

 

SPL: Carrier‘s reason for Splitting the Booking. Carrier will send this code together with 

text containing the reason for splitting the booking. 

 

DOC: Documentation Split. Carrier will send this indicator if the reason for splitting is 

Documentation Split. 

 

PCR: Container Release. Carrier will send this indicator if the reason for 



 

 

 

splitting is Container Release. 

 

RLD: Container Rolled. Carrier will send this indicator if the reason for splitting is 

Container Rolled. 
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AMS: Use to indicate that Customer is to Handle AMS Filing. 

 

NVO-: NVOCC SCAC. NVOCC SCAC for US Customs AMS Filing. The code will be 

followed the NVOCC SCAC. 

 

CCN-: Canadian Cargo Control Number. This code is followed by the Cargo Control 

Number. Typically provided by the Carrier for use by Registered Forwarders in 

Supplementary Cargo Reports filed with CBSA in Canada. 

 

UCN-: Customs Export Declaration Unique Consignment Reference (DUCR). Typically 

provided by the Exporter or its Agent for shipments departing Great Britain. 

 
Examples: 

K1*ACC-UNDG NBR IMO CODE~ 

K1*AAF-VESSEL RATE OF EXCHANGE IFORMATION~ 

K1*AAI-REASON FOR DECLINE~ 

K1*ABD-THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 3 OF ORIG BKG REQUEST 4009878~ 

K1*ABV-TERMS AND CONDITIONS~ 

K1*AES-BOOOKING CONFIRMED WITH AMENDMENTS~ 

K1*ACD-BOKING IS IN PENDING STATUS BECAUSE...~ 

K1*SAV~ 

K1*CHG~ 

K1*HCV~ 

K1*EAV~ 

K1*SPL-BOOKING IS SPLIT/EXTRACTED BECAUSE...~ 

K1*DOC~ 

K1*PCR~ 

K1*RLD~ 

K1*AMS~ 

K1*NVO-SCAC~ 

K1*CCN-1234_CN~ 

K1*UCN-1234_UCN~ 

 

For carrier Cancellation/Decline (B104 = ‗D‘) or Replacement (B104=‘R‘) Code = ‗AAI‘ 

is Mandatory. 

 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS carriers send Change Reason (AES) when transaction is a 

Confirmed with Changes (B104 = ‗B‘). 

 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS carriers only send CHG (charge verification), EVA 

(equipment availability verification), SAV (slot availability verification) or HCV 

(hazardous commodity verification) when booking transaction is coded as pending 

(B104=‘P‘). 

 

B. TransportDetails 

 

INTTRA RECOMMENDS to customers that transport plan legs be provided in the order 

in which transport is expected to occur. Legs will be stored and sent to the Carrier in the 

order received. INTTRA does not use the dates provided in the transport plan to order 

legs. 

 

1. Transport Legs Codes. The Transport Leg Code (Pre Carriage, Main Carriage and On 

Carriage) is followed by the transport means code (refer to the K102description). 

 

Codes: 

PRE :Pre Carriage 



 

 

 
 

MAIN :Main Carriage 

ON :On Carriage 

 

Examples: 

K1*PRE*TRK~ 
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K1*MAIN*OV~ 

K1*ON*RE~ 

 

2. Transport Leg Port of Load and Port ofDischarge. 

 

The Main Carriage Locations must always be preceded by the Main Carriage Stage 

(K1*MAIN). If there is no preceding MAIN Carriage, the Main location will be ignored. 

 

The Pre Carriage Locations must always be preceded by the Pre Carriage Stage 

(K1*PRE). If there is no preceding PRE Carriage, the Pre location will be ignored. 

 

The On Carriage Locations must always be preceded by the On Carriage Stage (K1*ON). 

If there is no preceding ON Carriage, the On carriage location will be ignored. 

The location must be a valid UNLOC code. 

Codes: 

MPOL :Main Carriage Port of Load 
MPOD :Main Carriage Port of Discharge 

PPOL :Pre Carriage Port of Load 

PPOD :Pre Carriage Port of Discharge 

OPOL :On Carriage Port of Load 

OPOD :On Carriage Port of Discharge 

 
Example: 

K1*MPOL*UNLOC~ 

K1*MPOL*USNYC~ 

 

3. Transport Leg Estimated Time of Arrival andDeparture. 

 

The Main Carriage ETA Date (META) must always be preceded by a Main Carriage Port 

of Discharge (K1*MPOD). The Main Carriage ETD Date (METD) must always be 

preceded by a Main Carriage Port of Load (K1*MPOL). META and METD will be 

ignored if there no corresponding MPOD and MPOL respectively. 

 

The On Carriage ETA Date (OETA) must always be preceded by a Main Carriage Port of 

Discharge (K1*OPOD). The On Carriage ETD Date (OETD) must always be preceded 

by an On Carriage Port of Load (K1*OPOL). OETA and OETD will be ignored if there 

no corresponding OPOD and OPOLrespectively. 

 

The Pre Carriage ETA Date (PETA) must always be preceded by a Pre Carriage Port of 

Discharge (K1*PPOD). The Pre Carriage ETD Date (PETD) must always be preceded by 

a Pre Carriage Port of Load (K1*PPOL). PETA and PETD will be ignored if there no 

corresponding PPOD and PPOL respectively. 

 
The date must be in the format CCYYMMDD. 

Time must be in the format HHMM using the 24 hour clock system. Midnight must be 

expressed as 0000. 

 
Codes: 

META: Main Carriage ETA 

METD: Main Carriage ETD 

PETA: Pre Carriage ETA 

PETD: Pre Carriage ETD 

OETA: On Carriage ETA 

OETD: On Carriage ETD 



 

 

 

 
Example: 
K1* META*20090619~ 

K1* META*200907022300~ 

K1* META*200907020000~ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. 
Des. 

Data 
Element Name 

 
Attributes 

K101 61 Free-form Information 

Free-form information 

O 1 AN 1/512 

K102 61 Free-form Information 

Free-form information 

O 1 AN 1/512 

     

 

C. Charge Type and ChargeLocation 

 

1. Type of Charges and Payment Method. Refer to K102 description for the payment 

methodcodes. 

ALL: All Charges 

 

AC: Additional Charges 

BF: Basic Freight 

DHC: Destination Haulage Charges 

DPC: Destination Port Charges 

OPC: Origin Port Charges 
OHC: Origin Haulage Charges 

 

Example: 

K1*AC*ELS~ 

K1*BF*COL~ 

K1*DHC *PP~ 

 

2. Charge Type Location. The Place of Payment should be preceded by a charge type. 

Payment Location is mandatory if Payable Elsewhere. If there‘s no correspondingCharge 

Type, the Charge Location will beignored. 

The location must be a valid UNLOC code. 

Code: 
POP: Place of Payment for Charges. 

 

Examples: 

K1*POP*UNLOC~ 

K1*POP*USNYC~ 



 

 

 

 

The following are the transport means code that must be sent if the K1 code is 

PRE, MAIN or ON. 

 

CS - Container Ship (Vessel capable of carrying containers and other cargo) 

SHIP - Ship (A large vessel navigating deep water) 
OV - Ocean Vessel (An ocean-going vessel that is not a ship) 

BARG - Barge (A category of boat used to transport material over water) 

RE - Rail Express 
TRK - Truck (An automotive vehicle for hauling goods) 

 

The following are the payment method codes that can be provided for the 

different charge types. 

 

Pre-Paid/Collect Indicator: 

ELS: Payable Elsewhere 

COL: Collect 

PP: Pre Paid 



 

 

 

Segment: SE 
TransactionSetTrailerPosition: 0100 

Loop: 

Level: Summary 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To indicate the end of the transaction set and provide the count 

ofthetransmittedsegments (including the beginning (ST) and ending 

(SE)segments) 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: SE*20*0001  
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

SE01 96 Number ofIncludedSegments M 1 N01/10 

Total number of segments included in a transaction set including ST and SE 

segments 

SE02 329 Transaction SetControlNumber M 1 AN4/9 

Identifying control number that must be unique within the transaction set 

functional group assigned by the originator for a transaction set 



 

 

 

Segment: GE FunctionalGroup Trailer 

Position: 0110 

Loop: 

Level: Summary 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To indicate the end of a functional group and to provide controlinformation 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: GE*1*1000  
 

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

GE01 97 Number of TransactionSetsIncluded M 1 N01/6 

Total number of transaction sets included in the functional group or 

interchange (transmission) group terminated by the trailer containing this data 

element 

GE02 28 GroupControlNumber M 1 N01/9 

Assigned number originated and maintained by the sender 



 

 

 

Segment: IEA 
InterchangeControlTrailerPosition: 0120 

Loop: 

Level: Summary 

Usage: Mandatory 

MaxUse: 1 

Purpose: To define the end of an interchange of zero or more functional groupsandinterchange- 

related controlsegments 

Syntax Notes: 

Notes: IEA*1*000001000  

Data Element Summary 

Ref. Data 

Des. Element Name Attributes 

IEA01 I16 Number of IncludedFunctionalGroups M 1 N01/5 

A count of the number of functional groups included in an interchange 

IEA02 I12 InterchangeControlNumber M 1 N09/9 

A control number assigned by the interchange sender 



 

 

 

XI. Appendix 1 – ANSI X12 301 UseCases 

 
This appendix shows Customers how to process the ANSI X12 301 message set to extract information on Carrier 

booking responses under different use case conditions. Unless otherwise noted, all examples illustrate the ANSI X12 

301 message outbound to the Customer from INTTRA. 

 
 

B. Providing AMSDetails 

 
The Carrier may send the Customer filing AMS indicator in the ANSI X12 301 message, to acknowledge or confirm 

the customer‘s intention to file AMS. The customer may indicate that they are responsible for AMS filing and 

provide the SCAC Code under which AMS filing will occur as shown in the Customer Request below. 

 
K1*AMS~ 

K1*NVO*NVOCC SCAC~ 

 

Carriers may also provide the 4 AMS locations and 2 related dates as shown in the Carrier Confirmation below. 

 
R4*A*UN*USNYC*NEW YORK*US***NY~ 

R4*H*UN*USNYC*NEW YORK*US***NY~ 

R4*G*UN*USNYC*NEW YORK*US***NY~ 

DTM*AA1*20090619*1200~ 

R4*4*UN*USNYC*NEW YORK*US***NY~ 

DTM*AAG*20090619*1200~ 

 

In the event that any of the AMS related information changes, the carrier may update the specific locations and/or 

dates as appropriate. The example below shows a new arrival time at the First US port. 

 
R4*G*UN*USNYC*NEW YORK*US***NY~ 

DTM*AA1*20090702*1200~ 

 
 

C. Providing Booking OfficeDetails 

 
Carriers may confirm the Booking Office responsible for the booking, in a carrier response. These details are 

provided in segment N1, and may include Street Address and Contact details as shown below. 

 
N1*BO*BOOKING OFFICE*94*1000~ 

N3*9300 CARRIER BOOKING OFC BLVD*LOTTE, NC 28273~ 

G61*CN*DAVID*TE:+6512345~ 

 

Note that Customers can specify a Booking Office location in the Customer booking request; INTTRA cannot 

reliably determine whether or not the Booking Office information provided by the Carrier matches the Booking 

Office previously requested by the customer. 

 
 

D. AcknowledgingChanges 

 
Customers may provide advisory information about charges in a Booking request or amendment. The carrier may 

elect to acknowledge some or all of the advisory charge information provided in a Customer request by including 

the charges to be acknowledged in the K1 segment. 

 

To acknowledge all charges, the carrier indicates ‗All Charges‘in a single K1 charges loop. 



 

 

 

K1*ALL~ 

 

To acknowledge one or more specific charges, the carrier includes the specific charges each in a single K1 loop. 



 

 

 

K1*AC~ 

K1*BF~ 

 

NOTE: Carrier confirmation of a Booking Request or Amendment containing advisory charge information does not 

constitute acceptance of the charges. Similarly, carrier acknowledgement, via the K1 segment, of receipt of advisory 

charge information does not constitute acceptance of the charge information provided. 

 
 

E. Carrier Change within Carrier BrandGroup 

 
Carriers may transfer a booking from one brand to another within their organizations for carrier groups established 

with INTTRA. This change can only be accomplished the first time that the carrier responds to the booking request. 

Subsequent attempts by the carrier to change the Carrier Brand for a booking will fail as will attempts to transfer a 

booking to a carrier not established in the same brand group as the carrier on the request. 

 

The change is accomplished by providing the new carrier SCAC code, which is then stored and sent to the Customer 

as shown in the example below. 

 
N1*CA*CHANGED CARRIER NAME*93*SCAC~ 

 

Customers may provide either the original carrier, or the new carrier of record in subsequent transactions, as 

described in the preamble to this Implementation Guide. 

 
 

F. Providing Transport Plandetails 

 
INTTRA recommends that whenever Carriers provide transport plan details, that they should be provided as a 

complete set starting with the Place of Receipt (Contract Start) and ending at the Place of Delivery (Contract End) as 

defined in the mandatory header R4 segments in the Customer ‘s request. 

 

INTTRA uses the following conventions to process transport plan data provided by the carrier: 

 

1. Legs are provided in the order in which transport is expected to occur. INTTRA will store and send legs in the 

order received. INTTRA will not use the dates provided in the transport plant  order legs. 
 

2. For the purposes of change reporting, INTTRA will compare 

• TheStartlocationofthefirstlegoftheCarrierprovidedtransportplanwiththePlaceofReceiptprovidedby   the 

customer 

• TheEndLocationofthelastLegoftheCarrierprovidedtransportplanwiththePlaceofDeliveryprovided    by 

the customer. 

3. ForDataqualitytracking,INTTRAwillusethefollowingconventions 

• INTTRAwilltreattheStartlocationofthefirstlegasthePlaceofReceipt 

• INTTRAwilltreattheEndlocationofthelastlegasthePlaceofDelivery 

• INTTRAwilltreattheStartlocationofthefirstMainlegasthemainPortofLoad. 

• INTTRAwilltreattheEndlocationofthelastMainlegasthemainPortofDischarge. 

• AdditionallegsmaybeincludedforDataQualityMeasurement,overtime 

• If any of the locations as defined above are not provided in the Transport Plan, INTTRA will show the 

corresponding named locations as null. For example, if the first Main leg in the carrier provided Transport 

Plan(SegmentV1orK1) doesnotincludeaStartlocation,INTTRAwillshowanullmainPortofLoad. 



 

 

 

A sample Carrier Plan is shown below, illustrating these conventions. 

 
R4*L*UN*USNYC*NEW YORK*US***NY~ -- Port of Load 

DTM*369*20090619*1200~ -- ETD 

R4*D*UN*PHMNL*MANILA*PH***PH~ -- Port of Discharge 



 

 

 

DTM*371*20090702*2300~ -- ETA 

 

V1**VESSEL NAME*PH*OJW4059*SCAC~ -- MAIN Carriage 

 

K1*PRE*TRK~ -- PRE- Carriage 

K1*PPOL*USNYC~ -- Port of Load 

K1*PPOD*USSFO~ -- Port of Discharge 

K1*PETA*200906192300~ -- ETA 

K1*PETD*200906012300~ -- ETD 

K1*MAIN*OV~ -- MAIN Carriage 

K1*MPOL*USNYC~ -- Port of Load 

K1*MPOD*USSFO~ -- Port of Discharge 

K1*META*200906192300~ -- ETA 

K1*METD*200906012300~ -- ETD 

K1*ON*TRK~ -- MAIN Carriage 

K1*OPOL*USNYC~ -- Port of Load 

K1*OPOD*USSFO~ -- Port of Discharge 

K1*OETA*200906192300~ -- ETA 

K1*OETD*200906012300~ -- ETD 

 
 

G. Updating the TransportPlan 

 
INTTRA recommends that carriers update transport plan details whenever a significant change to the transport 

occurs, or when additional details become available. 

 
R4*L*UN*USNYC*NEW YORK*US***NY~ -- Port of Load 

DTM*369*20090619*1200~ -- ETD 

R4*D*UN*PHMNL*MANILA*PH***PH~ -- Port of Discharge 

DTM*371*20090702*2300~ -- ETA 

 

V1**VESSEL NAME*PH*OJW4059*SCAC~ -- MAIN Carriage 

 

K1*PRE*TRK~ -- PRE- Carriage 

K1*PPOL*USNYC~ -- Port of Load 

K1*PPOD*USSFO~ -- Port of Discharge 

K1*PETA*200906192300~ -- ETA 

K1*PETD*200906012300~ -- ETD 

 

K1*ON*TRK~ -- MAIN Carriage 

K1*OPOL*USNYC~ -- Port of Load 

K1*OPOD*USSFO~ -- Port of Discharge 

K1*OETA*200906192300~ -- ETA 

K1*OETD*200906012300~ -- ETD 

 

INTTRA will compare the updated plan with the plan on the previous version of the booking, noting, in this case the 

addition of a Main Leg, presumably indicating transshipment. 

 

 
H. Updating EquipmentDetails 

 
Logical container numbers are typically used in customer requests to link Split Goods Placement information to 

requested equipment. 

 

If carriers have the ability to link actual container numbers to customer provided logical container 



 

 

 

numbers, INTTRA recommends that they send this information back to the customer, as shown in the Carrier 

confirmation below. 

 

Logical Container Numbers: 
Y4*****1*42G0~ 

W09*CN*****LCN-001~ 



 

 

 

Y4*****1*42G0~ 

W09*CN*****LCN-002~ 

Y4*****1*42G0~ 

W09*CN*****LCN-003~ 

 

Actual Container Numbers: 

Y4*****1*42G0~ 

W09*CN*****ACN-ABCU111111111~ 

Y4*****1*42G0~ 

W09*CN*****ACN-ABCU222222222~ 

Y4*****1*42G0~ 

W09*CN*****ACN-ABCU333333333~ 

 
 

I. Providing Merchant HaulageDetails 

 
Carriers may provide Full Drop off details and closing date information for merchant haulage bookings as shown in 

the example below. 

 
N1*TR*INTTRA*94*1000~ 

N3*FULL CONTAINER DROP OFF LOCATION ADDRESS~ 

N4*NEWARK*NJ*07322*US~ 

G61*CN*CONTACT NAME*EM*CONTACT@EMAIL.COM~ 

G61*CN*CONTACT NAME*TE*12345678~ 

DTM*064*20090619*1200~ 

DTM*497*20090619*1200~ 

 

Carriers may also provide Empty Pick Up details, unless the customer has provided correct Empty Pick Up details in 

the request. Release numbers may also be provided, if applicable. An example is given below. 

 
N1*CL*INTTRA*94*1000~ 

N3*EMPTY CONTAINER DROP OFF LOCATION ADDRESS~ 

N4*NEWARK*NJ*07322*US~ 

G61*CN*CONTACT NAME*EM*CONTACT@EMAIL.COM~ 

G61*CN*CONTACT NAME*TE*12345678~ 

DTM*252*20090619*1200~ 

 
 

J. Updating Carrier HaulageDetails 

 
Carriers are not expected to send Carrier haulage details in the response, except if they want to augment or change 

customer provided information. In this case, all equipment details should be sent. 

 

For unambiguous resolution of multi stop bookings, INTTRA recommends that carriers send back all the haulage 

legs as shown in the example below, even if only some of the legs are being updated. 

 
N1*SF*INTTRA*94*1000~ 

N3*SHIP FROM ADDRESS~ 

N4*NEWARK*NJ*07322*US~ 

G61*CN*CONTACT NAME*EM*CONTACT@EMAIL.COM~ 

G61*CN*CONTACT NAME*TE*12345678~ 

DTM*996*20090619*1200~ 

DTM*118*20090702*0900~ 

N1*LL*INTTRA*94*1000~ 

N3*FIRST STOP OFF LOCATION ADDRESS~ 

N4*NEWARK*NJ*07322*US~ 



 

 

 

G61*CN*CONTACT NAME*EM*CONTACT@EMAIL.COM~ 

DTM*144*20090619*1200~ 

DTM*118*20090619*1200~ 

N1*LL*INTTRA*94*1000~ 

N3*SECOND STOP OFF LOCATION ADDRESS~ 



 

 

 

N4*NEWARK*NJ*07322*US~ 

G61*CN*CONTACT NAME*EM*CONTACT@EMAIL.COM~ 

DTM*144*20090619*1200~ 

DTM*118*20090619*1200~ 

 

By convention, INTTRA expects sequence in which haulage addresses are sent to match the sequence in which the 

stop offs occur, with the intermediate stop off (LL) locations for Export immediately following the Ship From, in 

order of occurrence. 

 
 

K. Providing Dangerous GoodsSummary 

 
Carriers are not required to send dangerous goods information on a booking, and may accept the booking based on 

the details provided in the customer request. INTTRA recommends that carriers not replay dangerous goods 

information provided by the customer in the Request. If sent, INTTRA recommends that dangerous goods 

information should be sent via the header level Dangerous Goods Summary which carriers may use to acknowledge 

dangerous goods and/or clarify their classification, especially UNDG and/or IMO codes. If there are substantive 

changes to the Dangerous goods information provided by the customer, carriers are advised to use the H1/H2 

segments in the L0 segment group to send the updated Dangerous goods details. Appendix 2 (Line Item 

Conventions) in this document describes the conventions and rules for providing Dangerous goods details using the 

L0 segment group. 

 

Note that Carriers can either provide the header level Dangerous Goods Summary or provide structured Dangerous 

Goods information in the H1/H2 Segment, in the L0 Segment Group. Customers will never receive both types of 

dangerous goods information in a single 301 transaction from the Carrier via INTTRA. Carriers may set the header 

level Dangerous Goods Indicator (H3) for Booking containing Dangerous Goods, as shown below: 

 
H3+02~ 

 
 

L. Out of GaugeDimensions 

 
Carriers are not required to replay customer provided Out of Gauge dimensions. If they need to change, or add Out 

of Gauge information this may be done either at the commodity level (Segment L4). 

 

The actual dimensions at the Outer Pack level for out of gauge commodities will be specified as follows. 

 
LX*1~ 

L0*2***12345*G*67890*E*100*CNT*CONTAINER*L~ 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 2**~ 

L4*1.123*2.456*3.369*M~ 

 

For Out of Gauge bookings, the carrier may send the header level H3 indicator, as shown below. 

 
H3+01~ 

 
 

M. Per ContainerRelease 

 
Carriers may in general issue release numbers at the booking level or for a set of containers, or for individual 

equipment. Per Container release refers to the latter situation. 

 

When a customer requests per container release, INTTRA recommends that the carrier respond with specific release 

numbers. 



 

 

 

 
N. Splits due to Per ContainerRelease 

 
For various reasons, it may not be possible or appropriate to respond to a Per Container Release request as described 



 

 

 

above. In these cases, the carrier may split a multi-container booking into multiple single container bookings in 

response. The example below shows splits information and split reasons for two single container splits (one set on 

each split booking), in response to a two container booking requesting per container release. 

 
K1*ABD*THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIG BKG REQUEST 4009878~ 

K1*PCR~ 

K1*ABD*THIS IS SPLIT 2 OF 2 OF ORIG BKG REQUEST 4009878~ 

K1*PCR~ 

 

INTTRA recommends that the carrier include a statement of the form ‗This is split N of M of Booking [INTTRA 

REF], [OCBN]‘ in the 301 K1, under qualifier ‗ABD‘ as shown in the above example. 

 
 

O. Rolled Containers and DocumentationSplits 

 
In addition to Per Container Release, carrier-initiated splits may occur for other reasons as shown below. 

The following example illustrates a split created when containers are rolled from one booking to another. 
K1*RLD~ 

Many carrier systems require a 1:1 relationship between Bookings and Bills of lading, which can result in the 

creation of Splits. The following example illustrates a split created when two Bills of Lading result from a single 

booking. 

K1*RLD~ 

In addition to the INTTRA provided codes for Split Reasons, Carriers also have the option of providing un-coded 
free text description of the Split Reason, as follows: 
K1*SPL*THIS IS A FREE TEXT SPLIT REASON~ 

A transaction may have at most one occurrence of each type of coded reason supported by INTTRA, and 

additionally, one un-coded Split reason. The following example shows a coded reason with further (un-coded) free 

text information. 
K1*DOC~ 

K1*SPL* SHIPPER REQUESTED A BL PER CONTAINER ON 07/10/09~ 

 
 

P. Updating Consignee and Main Notify PartyDetails 

 
Carriers are not required to send any party details in a booking response, other than the mandatory Carrier party. 

 

Any additional parties sent by the carrier will be stored by INTTRA, and sent to the Customer. However, access to 

INTTRA bookings is controlled by the booker and not available to INTTRA registered parties that are carrier 

provided, except possibly in the case of a Consignee or a Main Notify Party. 

 

Subject to Customer authorization, a Carrier-supplied INTTRA registered Consignee or Main Notify Party will be 

considered for access privileges in the absence of a Consignee or Main Notify Party provided by the Customer. 

 
 

Q. MinimumDeclination 

 
INTTRA only processes transaction identifiers, carrier comments, SPLITS information and header level references 

on a Declination. All other data on a declination is ignored by INTTRA. A declination of an INTTRA originated 

booking request outbound to the Customer is shown below, with the minimum (required) information processed by 

INTTRA. 

 
B1**CUSTOMER SI*20090329*D~ 

G61*IC*GENERAL CONTACT NAME*TE*(901) 338-5598~ 

N9*ZZ*1234~ 

N1*CA*CARRIER NAME*93*SCAC~ 



 

 

 

K1*AAI*CARRIER REASON FOR DECLINE OF BOOKING~ 

Note that the B1 date sent in outbound transactions to the Customer is the date time the transaction is pulled from 

the INTTRA repository, and not the date time sent by the carrier on the incoming message. 



 

 

 

R. MinimumConfirmation 

 
The 301message allows confirmation of a booking request (or amendment) with minimal information. This may be 

appropriate for recurring bookings or for bookings in which the customer has provided all of the salient details and 

does not require specific carrier acknowledgment at a detailed level. The example shows a carrier confirmation of an 

INTTRA initiated booking request with the minimum (required) information. 

 
B1**CUSTOMER SI*20090329*A~ 

G61*IC*GENERAL CONTACT NAME*TE*(901) 338-5598~ 

N9*BN*CARRIER BOOKING NUMBER 

N9*ZZ*1234~ 

N1*CA*CARRIER NAME*93*SCAC~ 

 
 

S. Carrier Specification ofChanges 

 
Carriers may provide a free text description of changes to the booking when they confirm a customer booking 

request with changes, or update previously confirmed information. The Carrier provided change summary will be 

sent in the Customer outbound 301under K1 ‗AES‘ as shown below – 

 

K1*AES*REDUCED CONTAINER COUNT FROM 3 TO 2~ 

 
 

T. Minimum PendingConfirmation 

 

 
A quick Pending response to an INTTRA initiated booking request may be sent with the minimum (required) 

information, as shown below. 

 
B1**CUSTOMER SI*20090329*P~ 

G61*IC*GENERAL CONTACT NAME*TE*(901) 338-5598~ 

N9*BN*CARRIER BOOKING NUMBER 

N9*ZZ*1234~ 

N1*CA*CARRIER NAME*93*SCAC~ 

 
 

U. Providing PendingReason 

 
INTTRA recommends that Pending confirmations always be accompanied by one or more Pending reasons. Carriers 

may use one or more of the INTTRA defined codes to indicate the Pending reason, as shown below. 

 
K1*EAV~ 

 

Additionally, Carriers could provide an un-coded free text description of the Pending Reason, as follows: 

 
K1*ACD* THIS IS A FREE TEXT PENDING REASON~ 

 

A transaction may have at most one occurrence of each type of coded reason supported by INTTRA, and 

additionally, one un-coded Pending reason. The following example shows a coded reason with further (un-coded) 

free text information. 

 

K1*HCV~ 

K1*ACD*HAZMAT VERIFICATION STARTED~ 



 

 

 

XII. Appendix 2 – Line ItemConvention 

 
This appendix describes how to the use the LX (Commodity Details) segment group to provide commodity details, 

and describes how INTTRA processes the commodity information provided in the L0 Segment Group. 

 
Single Outer Pack   

LX*1~ 

L0*1***45000*G*12345.50*E*100*CRT*CRATE*L~ 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 

 

Multiple Outer Packs 
 

LX*1~ 

L0*1***1111*G*1111*E*100*CRT*CRATE*L~ 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 

LX*2~ 

L0*2***2222*G*2222*E*100*CRT*CRATE*L~ 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 2**~ 

 

A. Package Levels 
 

Package Levels – Single Inner Pack Level. 
 

LX*1~ 

L0*1***1000*G*1000*E*100*CRT*CRATE*L~ 

PO4*2*1*PK*BOX************BOXES~ -- inner pack 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 

 

Package Levels – Multiple Inner Pack Level. 
 

LX*1~ 

L0*1***1000*G*1000*E*100*CRT*CRATE*L~ 

PO4*10*1*PK*BOX************BOXES~ -- inner pack 

 
 

1 

PO4*5*1*PK*BAG************BAGS~ -- inner pack 2 

PO4*100*1*PK*ENV************ENVELOPES~ -- inner 

 

pack 

 

3 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~   

Package Levels – Single Inner-Inner Pack Level. 
  

LX*1~ 

L0*1***1000*G*1000*E*100*CRT*CRATE*L~ 

PO4*10*1*PK*BOX************BOXES~ -- inner pack 

PO4*10*1*AB*BAG************BAGS~ -- inner-inner 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 

 

 

pack 

 

Package Levels – Multiple Inner-Inner Pack Level. 
  

LX*1~ 

L0*1***1000*G*1000*E*100*CRT*CRATE*L~ 

PO4*10*1*PK*BOX************BOXES~ -- inner pack 

 
 

A 

 

PO4*10*1*AB*BAG************BAGS~ -- inner-inner pack 1 

PO4*10*1*AB*ENV************ENVELOPES~ -- inner-inner 

PO4*10*1*PK*BAG************BAGS~ -- inner pack B 

PO4*10*1*AB*ENV************ENVELOPES~ -- inner-inner 

pack 

 

pack 

2 

 

1 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~   

 

B. Harmonize and Schedule B 
  

 
Customers can provide Harmonize Code and Schedule B Code information in segment L5. 



 

 

 

 
L5*1*Lading Description*010290*A~ -- harmonized code 

L5*1*Lading Description*010290*B~ -- schedule B code 



 

 

 

C. Lading Quantity, Package Type Code and Package Type Description 

 
Multiple Outer Pack Commodity Line Items without Lading Quantity (L008), Package Type Code (L009) 

and Package Type Description (L010): 

 
Valid:  

LX*1~ 

L0*1***1111*G*1111*E****L~ --- 

 
Outer 

 
Package 

 
1 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 

LX*2~ 

L0*2***1111*G*1111*E****L~ --- 

 

Outer 

 

Package 

 

2 

L5*2*LADING DESCRIPTION 2**~ 

LX*3~ 

L0*3***1111*G*1111*E****L~ --- 

 

Outer 

 

Package 

 

3 

L5*3*LADING DESCRIPTION 3**~  

Valid (zero lading quantity): 

LX*1~ 

L0*1***1111*G*1111*E*0*CRT**L~ --- Outer Package 1 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 

 

Invalid (without package type code or package type description): 

LX*1~ 

L0*1***1111*G*1111*E*0***L~ --- Outer Package 1 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 

 

Invalid (without lading quantity): 

LX*1~ 

L0*1***1111*G*1111*E**CRT**L~ --- Outer Package 1 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 

 

Hazardous Shipment: 

 

Valid (with lading quantity and package type description): 
L0*1***1111*G***5**CRATE*L~ 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 

L4*1.123*2.456*3.369*M~ 

H1*1789*8*I**Hazardous Material Contact*130-2*45*CE*2~ 

H2*PSN-Proper Shipping Name*Proper Shipping Name~ 

H2*ECN-6326550183~ 

 

Valid (without lading quantity, package type code and description): 
L0*1***1111*G******L~ 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 

L4*1.123*2.456*3.369*M~ 

H1*1789*8*I**Hazardous Material Contact*130-2*45*CE*2~ 

H2*PSN-Proper Shipping Name*Proper Shipping Name~ 

H2*ECN-6326550183~ 

 

For Multiple Package Levels, Lading Quantity (L008) and Package Type Code (L009) or Package Type 

Description (L010) must always be provided: 

 

Valid: 
L0*1***2222*G*2222*E*5*CRT**L~ --- Outer Pack 

PO4***PK*************~ --- Inner pack 

MEA**VOL*200.0324*CR~ 



 

 

 

MEA**WT*200.398*KG~ 

PO4*10*1*AB*BAG************BAGS~ --- Inner-inner pack 

MEA**VOL*200.0324*CR~ 

MEA**WT*200.398*KG~ 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 



 

 

 

Invalid: 
L0*1***2222*G*2222*E*** *L~ --- Outer Pack 

PO4***PK*************~ --- Inner pack 

MEA**VOL*200.0324*CR~ 

MEA**WT*200.398*KG~ 

PO4*10*1*AB*BAG************BAGS~ --- Inner-inner pack 

MEA**VOL*200.0324*CR~ 

MEA**WT*200.398*KG~ 

L5*1*LADING DESCRIPTION 1**~ 



 

 

 

XIII. Appendix 3 – DangerousGoods 

 
Use Case (Providing Dangerous Goods Summary) in Appendix 1 (Use Cases) describes the conditions under which 

carriers may find it necessary to provided Dangerous Goods information. Appendix 2 describes the conventions and 

rules for associating Dangerous goods details using the L0 segment group. This Appendix describes how Carriers 

may use the structured fields in the 301 Transaction Set to provide those details, especially the construction of 

structured free text segments to provide structured information. 

 

For a complete list of allowed values and validations at the segment or element level please refer to the body of this 

Implementation Guide. 

 

The table shows validations that are enforced (ERR) on inbound Carrier data, recommendations that are tracked 

(REC), as well as usage that is recommended but not tracked (USG). 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

XIV. Appendix 4 – Controlled Equipment 

 
Controlled Equipment settings are specified in the W09 Segment group, under each Y4 loop. Settings provided for 

an Y4 loop apply to each piece of equipment individually, and use a mix of structured fields: Y4/W09. 

 

Controlled equipment may be either Reefer, or Hybrid equipment. The ISO Container Code list maintained by 

INTTRA contains a list of valid Reefer and Hybrid Equipment types, as well as their equivalent codes at INTTRA. 

Reefer equipment will be accompanied by set temperature or marked inoperative. Hybrid equipment may function 

either as controlled equipment or as standard equipment, and correspondingly may or may not be accompanied by 

control settings. A common example of hybrid equipment is a Tank container, which may or may not have control 

settings. 

 
 

XV. Appendix 5 – Booking Split Conventions 

 
This appendix - 

1. Provides an overview of the Splits functionality 



 

 

 

2. Provides recommendations for Customer interaction with Split Bookings and describes how INTTRA manages 

these interactions. 

3. Provides a set of examples illustrating the recommendations and conventions described in the preceding 

sections. ThisAppendixisacompanionappendixtotheIFTMBCAppendix6,BookingSplitConventions. 



 

 

 

The latter describes and illustrates how INTTRA manages carrier initiated splits of both INTTRA and 

standalone bookings, and how customers will be notified of Split activity. 

 
 

A. SplitsOverview 

 
Splits are initiated by carriers. By definition, a split result in the creation of one or more new bookings. These new 

bookings are ‗split ‘from the parent booking. Terminated bookings cannot be split. Bookings in any other state can 

be split. The new bookings arising from a split may be in Pending, Confirmed or Terminated (Declined) status. 

Splits are discrete bookings. Each will have its own INTTRA Reference. In the INTTRA repository, split bookings 

are linked to their predecessors using the linking information provided by the Carrier in the incoming booking 

transactions. 

 

For bookings originally requested through INTTRA that are subject to Carrier split activity, INTTRA will include 

the Shipment ID of the original Customer Booking Request in the split transaction sent to the Customer. This 

means that the Customer will receive multiple INTTRA Reference values for a given Shipment ID, one for each 

split. 

Customers are also likely to receive multiple Carrier Booking Numbers for a given Shipment ID, one for each 

confirmed split arising from the original request. A confirmed split will have its own OCBN. A terminated split 

may have its own OCBN. Please refer to Appendix 6 (Booking Split Convention) of the IFTMBC Implementation 

Guide for a detailed description of how Customers are notified of splits. 

 

Splits of INTTRA bookings are accessible to the customer-provided parties that have access to the parent, access 

meaning on-line access and status event and booking subscriptions. Split transactions inherit push recipients 

assigned by the customer to the parent. 

 

When splitting a booking, INTTRA recommends that carriers make sure to make the appropriate adjustments to the 

original, either adjusting it and placing it in an active status (Confirmed) or indicating that it has been replaced 

entirely by splits. 

 

If a Booking has been fully replaced with splits, it can no longer be updated by the Carrier; Carrier transactions that 

attempt to change the status of a Replaced booking will be failed. 

 

In general, Carrier & Customer interactions with split bookings are resolved at the level of individual bookings. The 

subsequent sections of this Appendix describe INTTRA‘s recommendations for Customer interaction with Split 

bookings, and the conventions used by INTTRA to manage these interactions. 

 
 

B. Resolution of Customer Action on Bookings that have beenSplit 

 
Although related to their predecessors, Splits are new bookings with their own identifiers in the INTTRA system 

and in the systems and processes maintained by Carriers. As a consequence of this, INTTRA requires that 

Customers address each split as a discrete booking when taking action on bookings that have been split by the 

Carrier. Specifically, INTTRA requires that Customers provide the INTTRA Reference of the Split booking or its 

OCBN in addition to the Shipment ID to ensure that amendment or cancellation transactions have the desired affect 

on the specific set of equipment for which the transaction is intended. 

 

If the customer provides only the Shipment ID in an Amendment or Cancellation transaction for a booking that has 

active splits associated with it, INTTRA will fail the transaction because it is ambiguous. This will be the case 

regardless of the status of the target booking – Active, Replaced or Terminated. 

 

Please consider the following example - 

A request for 6 containers is split by the carrier who reduces the container count on the original booking to 2 and 

creates two splits, each with 2 containers. The carrier confirms all three of the 2 container bookings. The customer 

wants to change 2 of the containers to high cube, but is able only to provide the Shipment ID of the 



 

 

original booking in the amendment transaction. Rather than guess at the intent, INTTRA will fail the 



 

 

 

Amendment transaction. 

 

When the customer provides the INTTRA Reference of a booking in an amendment or cancellation transaction, 

INTTRA applies that transaction only to the specific booking identified by the incoming INTTRA Reference. If the 

booking identified by the incoming INTTRA Ref is in ‗Replaced‘status, the amendment will be failed and 

cancellation will be ignored by INTTRA. 



 

 

 

When the customer provides the INTTRA Ref and the Shipment ID of a booking in an amendment or cancellation 

transaction, the INTTRA Ref takes precedence as the identifier for the target booking. As above, INTTRA applies 

that transaction only to the specific booking identified by the incoming INTTRA Ref. If the booking identified by 

the incoming INTTRA Ref is in ‗Replaced‘status, the amendment will be failed and the cancellation will be 

ignored. Note that if the incoming Shipment ID is different than that on the target booking, the Shipment ID on the 

booking will be updated. In this way, customers can assign new Shipment ID‘s to split bookings using the INTTRA 

Reference of the split. 

 

The customer may also provide OCBN in an incoming amendment or cancellation transaction. When OCBN is 

provided by the customer with an INTTRA Reference, the INTTRA Reference will take precedence for 

identification of the target booking and the incoming OCBN must match the OCBN of the booking identified by the 

INTTRA Reference or the incoming transaction will be failed. If the booking identified by the incoming INTTRA 

Ref is in ‗Replaced‘status, the amendment will be failed and the cancellation will be ignored. 

 

If the OCBN is provided with only the Shipment ID, the OCBN must match either the OCBN of the booking 

identified by the Shipment ID or it must match the OCBN of a split associated with the parent booking matched by 

the incoming Shipment ID. If neither of these conditions is met, the incoming transaction will be failed. The 

incoming transaction is applied to the single booking with the OCBN match as long as it is not in Replaced status. If 

the booking identified by the incoming INTTRA Ref is in ‗Replaced‘status, the amendment will be failed and the 

cancellation will be ignored. Note that the customer cannot change the OCBN under any circumstance. 

 

To reiterate: 

1. When INTTRA Ref is provided by the customer it will take precedence over any other identifier provided for 

determination of the target booking and will always resolve to a single booking. If a Booking Number (OCBN) 

is provided with an INTTRA Ref, the incoming OCBN must match the OCBN on the target or, the incoming 

transaction will be rejected. The Shipment ID provided with an INTTRA Ref will replace the value of the 

Shipment ID on the targetbooking. 

 

2. When INTTRA Ref is not provided, determination of target bookings is resolved as follows. Shipment ID and 

Booking Number resolve to the single booking with the Shipment ID and OCBN. If there is no match for the 

OCBN, the incoming transaction will be rejected. Shipment ID alone resolves to the booking with the Shipment 

IDandifthatbookinghassplitsassociatedwithit,thetransactionwillbefailed. 

 

3. Inallcases,iftheincomingamendmentisresolvedtoaBookinginReplacedstatus,itwillbefailed.Also,if the 

incoming cancellation is resolved to a Booking in Replaced status, itwill be ignored 
 

 
 

C. Managing CarrierSplits 



 

 

 

 

Terminated bookings cannot be split. Bookings in any other state can be split. The new bookings arising from a split 

may be in Pending, Confirmed or Terminated (Declined) status. A confirmed split will have its own OCBN. A 

Pending split must have an OCBN even though OCBN is not required for non-split Pending bookings. A terminated 

split may have its own OCBN. 



 

 

 

Once created, split bookings are subject to the same state transitions as standard bookings. In particular, once split 

bookings can themselves be split. 

 

If a Booking has been fully replaced with splits, it can no longer be updated by the Carrier; Carrier transactions that 

attempt to change the status of a Replaced booking will be failed. 

 

The carrier may update the Carrier Booking Number (OCBN) of an active, non-replaced INTTRA booking at any 

time by providing a replacement OCBN value with the INTTRA Ref of the target INTTRA booking. OCBN updates 

are not allowed to terminated bookings or to bookings in Replaced status. 

 

Note that carriers may re-use Booking Numbers only when all prior occurrences are associated with inactive 

(declined or cancelled) bookings. Carriers may not re-use booking numbers that are associated with bookings that 

have been ‗replaced‘. For the purpose of OCBN re-use, bookings in ‗Replaced‘ status are considered active. 

 

Split transactions are subject to the same set of strict validations and recommendations as other carrier responses. 

INTTRA will not propagate transactional information from predecessors to splits. The only transactional 

information in a split is that which the carrier has provided. INTTRA expects Carriers to distribute appropriate 

information to splits and to ensure that only information that pertains to a split is distributed to that split. 

 

Splits of INTTRA bookings are accessible to the customer-provided parties that have access to the parent, access 

meaning on-line access and status event and booking subscriptions. Split transactions inherit push recipients 

assigned by the customer to the parent. 

 

 
D. Split Notifications toCustomers 

 
INTTRA will provide the appropriate indicators in B1-B105 for EDI split transactions sent to customers, as 

explained in the section below on ANSI X12 301 Split conventions. Each split sent will have its own INTTRA Ref. 

 

All Confirmed & Pending splits sent to customers will always have the OCBN assigned by the carrier. When the 

split is related to a booking originally requested by the customer through INTTRA, INTTRA will include the 

Shipment ID of the original customer booking Request in the split transaction sent to the customer. This means that 

the customer will receive multiple INTTRA Reference values for a given Shipment ID, one for each split. This also 

means that customers are likely to receive multiple Carrier Booking Numbers for a given Shipment ID, one for each 

confirmed split arising from the original request. 

 

Split transactions will trigger standard notifications. Customers subscribed to receive EDI will receive an X12 301 

message for each split created by the carrier. Customers subscribed for Email will similarly receive email 

notifications for each split confirmation or decline. Split transactions will also trigger push notifications to all 

recipients established by the customer on the original booking transaction. 

 

As noted above, splits of INTTRA bookings are accessible to the customer-provided parties that have access to the 

parent, access meaning on-line access and status event and booking subscriptions. Split transactions inherit push 

recipients assigned by the customer to the parent. 

 

INTTRA recommends that carriers provide the following information specific to split transactions. If provided by 

the Carrier, this information will be stored and sent outbound to the Customer. 

 

1. A statement relating a split to the set of splits for the predecessor booking. Specifically, INTTRA recommends 

thatthecarrierincludesastatementoftheform‗ThisissplitNofMofBooking[INTTRAREF],[OCBN]‘. 

 

This is done in the K1 segment as shown below. 

 
K1*ABD*THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF BOOKING REQUEST 456345~ 



 

 

 

2. ACodeindicatingthereasonthattheBookingwasSplit.ThisdoneusingthelistofcodessupportedwithK1 Text 

Qualifier ‗DOC‘, ‗RLD‘ and ‗PCR‘ as shownbelow. 

 
K1*DOC~ 

K1*RLD~ 



 

 

 

K1*PCR~ 

 

The list of Split Reason Codes supported is: 

DOC - Split for Documentation reasons 

RLD - Split because one or more containers were rolled from the original booking 

PCR - Split to support customer request for Per Container Release 

 

3. In addition to the INTTRA provided Split Reason Codes, Carriers have the option of providing free form 

explanationsalsousingsegmentK1withTextQualifier‗SPL‘,asshownbelow. 

 
K1*SPL*THIS IS A FREE TEXT SPLIT REASON~ 

 

 

E. ANSI X12 301 SplitConventions 

 
For new Split Bookings introduced by the Carrier: 

1. The new Split Bookings in Confirmed status will have the value ‗Y‘ in B1 B105 segment. Split booking can 

have the following status Confirmed, Conditional Confirmation, Decline andPending. 

 

2. The Customer Shipment ID in B1 B102 for all Split INTTRA Bookings will be the Customer Shipment Id of 

the original Source Booking transaction being split. For standalone bookings, the Customer Shipment Id will be 

blank. 

 

3. The INTTRA Ref in N9, ‗ZZ‘, for all Split INTTRA Bookings will be the INTTRA Ref of the newly created 

Split. 

 

4. When a previously confirmed booking is split, the resulting Split Bookings will always include a new reference, 

‗BS‘, Senders Reference to Original Message, in Segment N9. This reference will have the value of the Carrier 

Booking Number of the Source Booking. The BN reference in the same group will have the value of the Carrier 

Booking Number for the new SplitBooking. 

 

NOTE: In the event that the Split is a split of a previously split booking, the value for BS is that of the 

immediate parent, not the original. 

 

5. INTTRA recommends that the carrier include a statement of the form ‗This is split N of M of Booking 

[INTTRA REF], [OCBN] in the X12 301K1 segment, under qualifier ‗ABD‘. If provided by the Carrier, this 

statement will be included on all Customernotifications. 

 

6. The Booker Party will be present on the Split Booking only if provided by the Carrier. If provided, it will be the 

same as the Booker on the Source Booking beingsplit. 

 

7. For the Source Booking Split by theCarrier: 

 

a. If the Source Booking is deactivated in order to be replaced by one or more Split Bookings, the value of B1 

B104 will be ‗R‘, ‗Cancel, Reissue‘. In this case, the Source booking will be in ‗Replaced‘ status on INTTRA‘s 

portal. 

 

b. If the Source Booking remains active, it will be returned with the appropriate changes. In this case, the value of 

B1 B104 is the standard value ‗A‘ (Confirmed) or ‗B‘ (ConditionallyAccepted). 

• ForINTTRABookings,TheCustomerShipmentId(B1B101),aswellasINTTRARef(inN9)forthe Source 

Booking isunchanged. 

• The‗BS‘referenceisnotrequiredandmaynotbeprovided.Ifprovided,thevaluesof‗BS‘and‗BN‘will be the 

same for the SourceBooking. 

 
F. SplitExamples 



 

 

 

 

1. Splitting a Request, Original RemainsActive 

 
Original Request from Customer to INTTRA (6 containers) 



 

 

 

GS*RO*CUSTOMER*INTTRA*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*300*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*N~ 

. 

Y2*6***42G0~ 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

. 

 

Confirm of Original (Parent) Request to Customer (container count reduced to 2) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A~ -- CONFIRMED 

. 

Y4*****2*42G0~ -- 2 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001~ -- CARRIER BOOKING NUMBER 

. 

 

Split 1of Original (Parent) Request (2 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****2*42G0~ -- 2 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0002~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001a~ -- OCBN 

N9*BS*OCBN_0001~ -- PARENT OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

Split 2 of Original (Parent) Request (2 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****2*42G0~ -- 2 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0002~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001b~ -- OCBN 

N9*BS*OCBN_0001~ -- PARENT OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 2 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ 

. 

 

2. Splitting a Request, Original isReplaced 

 
Original Request from Customer to INTTRA (6 containers) 
GS*RO*CUSTOMER*INTTRA*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*300*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*N~ 



 

 

 

. 

Y2*6***42G0~ 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

. 



 

 

 

Replace of Original Request (splits to follow) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*R~ -- REPLACED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

. 
 

Split 1 (4 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****4*42G0~ -- 4 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0002~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001~ -- OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

Split 2 (2 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****4*42G0~ -- 4 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0003~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0002~ -- OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

3. Splitting a ConfirmedBooking 

Original Request from Customer to INTTRA (6 containers) 
GS*RO*CUSTOMER*INTTRA*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*300*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*N~ 

. 

Y2*6***42G0~ 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

. 

 

Confirm of Original Request (all 6 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A~ -- CONFIRM ORIGINAL 

. 

Y4*****6*42G0~ -- 6 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001~ -- OCBN 



 

 

 

. 

 

Replace of Confirmed Booking (splits to follow) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 



 

 

 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*R~ -- REPLACED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001~ -- OCBN 

. 

 

Split 1 (4 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****4*42G0~ -- 4 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0002~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001a~ -- OCBN 

N9*BS*OCBN_0001~ -- PARENT OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 
 

Split 2 (2 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****4*42G0~ -- 4 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0003~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001b~ -- OCBN 

N9*BS*OCBN_0001~ -- PARENT OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

4. Splitting a StandaloneBooking 

 
Initial Carrier Originated Booking (Standalone for 5 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1***20090619*A~ -- CONFIRMED STANDALONE 

. 

Y4*****5*42G0~ -- 5 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001~ -- OCBN 

. 

 

Split 1of Carrier Originated Booking (Standalone) (2 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1***20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****2*42G0~ -- 2 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 



 

 

 

. 

N9*ZZ*0002~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001a~ -- OCBN 

N9*BS*OCBN_0001~ -- PARENT OCBN 

. 



 

 

 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF THE CONFIRMED BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

Split 2 of Carrier Originated Booking (Standalone) (3 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1***20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****3*42G0~ -- 3 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0003~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001b~ -- OCBN 

N9*BS*OCBN_0001~ -- PARENT OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 2 OF 2 OF THE CONFIRMED BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

5. Splitting a Previous Split of an INTTRABooking 

 
Original Request from Customer 
GS*RO*CUSTOMER*INTTRA*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*300*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*N~ 

. 

Y2*6***42G0~ 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

. 

 

Replace of Original Request (splits to follow) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*R~ -- REPLACED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

. 

 

Split 1 (4 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****4*42G0~ -- 4 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0001~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001a~ -- OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

Split 2 (2 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 



 

 

 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****2*42G0~ -- 2 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0003~ -- INTTRA REF 



 

 

 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001b~ -- OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

Subsequent Split of Split 1: Replace of Split 2 (splits to follow) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*R~ -- REPLACED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0003~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0002~ -- OCBN 

. 

 

Split 2.1 of Split 2 Carrier Originated Booking (Standalone) (2 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1***A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT (Standalone) 

. 

Y4*****2*42G0~ -- 2 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0004~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001b_1~ -- OCBN 

N9*BS*OCBN_0001b~ -- PARENT OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0003~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

Split 2.2 of Split 2 Carrier Originated Booking (Standalone) (3 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1***A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT (Standalone) 

. 

Y4*****3*42G0~ -- 3 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0005~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001b_2~ -- OCBN 

N9*BS*OCBN_0001b~ -- PARENT OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0003~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

6. Re-Confirming aSplit 

 
Split 1 (4 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****4*42G0~ -- 4 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0002~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001a~ -- OCBN 



 

 

 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 



 

 

 

Split 2 (2 containers) 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A*Y~ -- CONFIRMED SPLIT 

. 

Y4*****2*42G0~ -- 2 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0003~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001b~ -- OCBN 

. 

K1*ABD- THIS IS SPLIT 1 OF 2 OF ORIGINAL BOOKING 0001~ 

K1*RLD~ -- SPLIT REASON 

. 

 

Re-Confirm Split 1 
GS*RO*INTTRA*CUSTOMER*20090228*1654*177621*X*005030~ 

ST*301*000000530~ 

B1**CUSID_0001*20090619*A~ -- CONFIRMED 

. 

Y4*****2*42G0~ -- 2 CONTAINERS CONFIRMED 

. 

N9*ZZ*0002~ -- INTTRA REF 

N9*BN*OCBN_0001a~ -- OCBN 

. 

 

 

XVI. Appendix –Limitations 

 
EDIFACT IFTMBC has become the standard message for INTTRA carriers. Though the footprint of IFTMBC is 

larger than that of the 301, effort had been made to enable the 301 message to contain all the information the 

IFTMBC can handle. 

 

Below is a list of items message 300/301 cannot support as of Version 1.0 of this IG. 

 
1. References 

• IFTMBC enables carrier‘s to provide reference information at the Line Item and Equipment Level. In 

ANSI X12 301, references can be provided using the N9 segment at the Header section. INTTRA will 

attempt to supply all the reference provided by the carrier in the line item and equipment section of 

IFTMBC in the N9segment. 

• ExportLicenseReferenceisnotsupportedinANSIX12300/301.Ifthecarriersendsthisinformationit will be 

dropped in the 301message. 

• Customer Load Reference is not supported in ANSI X12 300message. 

 

2. Parties 

• Message Recipient Party is notsupported 

• Customer Push Notification is not yet supported in this release of theIG. 

 

3. TransportDetails 

• IFTMBC allows the carrier to provide multiple leg transport plan. Pre, Main and On carriage information 

can be provided together with other transport leg information like ETA, ETD, Port of Load, Port of 

Discharge, Vessel Name, Conveyance Number, Transport Mode/Means, etc. Effort was made to enable the 

301 message to support multiple leg transport plan but not all information can be provided. Refer to 

Segment V1 and K1 on how message 301 will support multiple transportlegs. 

 

4. Customs DeclarationInformation 



 

 

 

• IFTMBCallowsforcarrierstoprovideCustomsDeclarationInformation(CCNandDUCR)atthelineitem and 

equipment detail level while message 301 only support this at the header level (K1 segment). The Carrier‘s 

Customs Declaration Information provided at the line item and at the equipment detail level will be 

dropped when generating the 301message. 



 

 

 

5. HazardousGoods 

• ANSIX12300/301doesnotsupporthazardousgoodsmeasurementslikeNetNetWeight,NetVolume, 

Radioactivity and Concentration of Acid. If the carrier provides this measurement then these 

measurementswillbeconcatenatedtogetherwiththeProperShippingName. 

• SplitGoodsPlacementofhazardousmaterialsisnotsupportedinthe300message. 

 
6. Equipment 

• IFTMBC allows for multiple Pick-up and Drop-off location/parties. Pick-up and Drop-off parties can be 

provided for each container in the IFTMBC message. The 301 message only support 1 occurrence of the 

pick-up/drop-off party and the pick-up/drop-off party will apply to all containers in the transaction. If the 

carrier provides multiple container location, only the first occurrence of the container location will be 

reported in the 301message. 

• In the 301 message, Out of Gauge information can be for the commodity (L4 segment). IFTMBC allows 

for Out of Gauge information at the line item and equipment levels. The 301 message does not support 

Out of Gauge information at the equipmentlevel. 

• Equipment Gas Levels. This is not supported in the 301 message but in order to provide this information 

tothecustomers,thegaslevelmeasurementswillbeappendedtotheEquipmentComments. 

 

7. Comments 

• IFTMBC can accommodate up to 1024 characters for the comments. ANSI X12 300 and 301 can 

accommodate only 1020 characters since the first 4 characters will be use to store the code (comment 

identifier) 

• Commodity description in IFTMBC can have a maximum length of 1024. Due to the limitations in the 

ANSI X12 standards, ANSI X12 300 and 301 message can only accommodate 512 characters for the 

commoditydescription. 

 

8. PackageTypes 

• The list of Package types ANSI X12 supports is enumerated in the L0 and PO4 segments. The package 

types ANSI supports is limited and EDIFACT has a more comprehensive list. For outbound transactions 

to customers (ANSI X12 301 Outbound), if the package type carriers provided is not supported by the 

ANSI X12 301 message then the package type is leftblank. 

 

9. Haulage 

• Every container/commodity can only have one Ship From, Ship To, Intermediate Export Stop Off Location 

and Requested Empty Container Pick uplocation 

 

10. Locations 

• ThefollowinglocationsarenotyetsupportedbyBooking2.0ANSIX12300/301 

oProhibited Transshipment Location 
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